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lifting idea goes down drain
for the installation
by Phil Turvey,
which ran along the
further expansion of SUB

problem of the transportation of
beer and I iquor up to the Turret and
getting men to do the job. He
mentioned the problem of carrying
band equipment and brought up the
possibility of the band refusing to
play if their equipment is not easily
transportable. Turvey feels that
not having to pay man labour would
be an advantage other than the fact
that he feels it is an archaic way of
doing the job.
He was in favour of putting the
question of the elevator to the stu-

dents before the council but Jim
Binns was against this as he
thought that it is the job of the student rep on the council to screen
the proposal first.
The response to this proposal
was overwhelmingly negative and
there were arguments to support
this feeling. It was thought that the
elevator did not justify remortgaging the SUB to finance the operation at $120.000 and thereby increasing (yearly) payments by
$17,000. The students would have

meeting was completed and some business taken care of. As the picture shows, all the members
to have a passionate interest In the goings on.

iversity enrollments climb
WA (CUP)--,-Most Canauniversities have reported an
· in the number of students
s this autumn.
spokespeople attribute the
to a revived interest in
and to the current
situation. They say stuare taking courses that will
them a job after graduainstead of the unemployment
of the new students an!
professional courses beof the inflationary spiral and
uncertainty of the job market.
exception to the general trend
to be Memorial University
land where total unate enrollment this fall
to 5,500 from 6,048 last
. Memorial spokespeo-

say that first year enrolment is
last year.
spokespeople are attributthe increases to the rising inof women in obtaining an
. The registrar at the
of New Brunswick says
are about 5,650 full time stuat the university this year, an
of about 50 over last year.
attributes the increase to more
University of British Colin Vancouver anticipated
of undergraduate and
students this year would
as much as 10 per cent higher
the 21 ,368 registered la!.t year.
spokesperson for the Univerof Victoria also expected ento be higher than last
6,069. Victoria's enrolment
of6,341 was set in 1972-73,
year that many other Canadian
rsities registered a drop in
ctdmissions officer at
's Carleton University said

the number of non high school
graduates wishing to enter Ontario
universities this year is up 15 per
cent over last year.
At McMaster University, total
1974-75 enrolment is estimated at
8,850 and the number of first year
students 2,750, both records.
The University of Toronto anticipated a record total enrolment
of 43,772 about 1,225 more students than last year.
Estimated enrolment at some
other Canadian universities this
year: University of Prince Edward
Island, 1 ,500, previous record
1,771 in 1971-72; Dalhousie,
Halifax, recorded 7,544 students
last year and applications "a little
ahead of normal" this fall; St.
Mary's, Halifax, previous record

1,750 in 1971-72 and an official said,
''I guess that we are headed for a
record" this year; Acadia, Wolfville, N.S., estimated 2,600 this
year, previous record 2,552 in
1973-74; Universite de Moncton,
N.B., 2,625, almost 300 more than
last year.
University of Montreal, 4,600
first year students accepted, 300
more than last year, and total enrolment expected to be a. record;
University of Sherbrooke, 3,200
first year students compared with
2,990 last year and record total enrolment expected.
Carleton, first year students
2,345 compared with 2,211 last
year; Laurentian, Sudbury, Ont.,
2,200 compared with 2,092 in
1970-71, the previous record year.

to pay $8 extra a year to cover this
particular cost. The feeling seemed
to be that the elevator was not a
high enough priority at the moment
to warrant further action. There
were suggestions concerning looking into different modes of elevating beer and liquor but that the
question of band equipment being
carried up is not serious enough to
be an important consideration.
Members of the council recommended that more emphasis be put
on recruiting the manpower to do
the hauling during the hours they
are needed, and that they be paid
according to the type of work they
are doing. Higher wages might entice a better response: The issue of
the installation of an elevator in the
SUB building was dismissed with
the motion defeated.
Council members voted that areferendum for a $2 increase in Student Council fees for next year be
brought before the students. This
$2 will pay for the unexpected deficit this year in maintenance costs
for the SUB. WLU administration
presented the deficit of $6,500 to
SAC too late for it to be budgeted
this year. SAC refused to take on
the deficit this year but managed to
bargain the figure down to $1,800 to
be paid for next year with the extra
$2 from each student. It will also

help to ease the financial strain
imminent with the actualization of
a letter of intent to the L.L.B.O. for
more washrooms in the Turret in
order to comply with the licence
rules. This will run another
$10,000-$13,000. The referendum
has been tabled and is expected to
be brought to the students in February sometime.
A progress report of the Record
Co-op was presented with not a
very promising outlook. The Record Co-op is suffering a loss of $75
and is having to contend with the
possibility of cutting down their
hours of operation. They are having trouble getting their orders returned and with making sufficient
daily sales to 111ake the whole thing
worthwhile.
It was suggested that they look
for another representative for better services and perhaps do more advertising in hopes of geting a better consumer response. U ofW has
a similar outfit and combining our
orders with theirs was another possibility mentioned to try and cut
operating costs.
Although SAC business took
four hours and two separate sessions to cover, everything did get
covered and the closure of the
elevator issue made the meeting
a memorable one.

Smith landslides
by Jim Rice
In the election for the single remaining Senate seat held on
Wednesday, Oct. 30, Paul Smith won with a plurality of 94
votes over his nearest opponent.
This may- not sound impressive, but considering that the
total vote was only 161, Smith's 117 votes represent 72% of
the total.
Of the other candidates, Jim Haslip was second with 23
votes and Larry Scott received 18. Three ballots were
spoiled.
Considering recent history, the very fact that an election
took place must be considered significant. A turnout of only
161 voters out of a registration of 2,400 is, however, ridiculous. The polling booths were prominently placed in the concourse, and casting a ballot takes only seconds.
It can only be assumed that the vast majority of students OJ\
campus are so hopelessly indifferent and unaware that they
cannot be considered more than technically alive.

Waterloogate
WATERLOO (CUP)-Students in
the school of optometry at the University of Waterloo have found that
one of their lab rooms was being
bugged.
They discovered a microphone
and transmitter in the guise of a
photographic flashgun hidden in a
piece of machinery.
One student talked into the microphone saying, "this is a pretty
dirty thing to do. we should take
them home."
A few moments later a graduate
teaching assistant arrived and removed the bug. When confronted
by the students he told them he
wanted •·unbiased comments.''
Students have abo heard broadcast voices oftheirclassmates coming from the teaching assistant's office. The same teaching assistant
was later seen removing a second

microphone from another lab
room.
Hugh McDonald, the teaching
assistant involved said he had built
and installed the microphone himself. He said he was just testing
them out and that he and another
assistant would occasionally turn
on the combined tape recorderreceiver to hear how students were
doing.
Dr. Edward Fisher, director of
the school of optometry said "we
are trying everything we can to help
the students."
.. The demonstrator probably
placed the microphone there so
that if a problem came up in a lab,
he could get there as soon as possible. I've received no complaints
from students about this. They are
free to come and talk to me about
anything. We have a g~od relationship with our students," he said.

Radio Laurier Is off In the dining hall and the Torque room, even
though they have Installed an expensive speaker system.

Don't touch that dial
by John Carpenter

Radio Laurier provides a fine
service to the campus area with a
wide range of programming to appeal to all musical tastes. This is
provided in residence. and to the
community at large over the Grand
River Cable system. Unknown to
many of us however, this service is
also provided in the Torque Ro0m
and the Dining Hall. At some times
the music is barely audible in the

Torque Room but one can actually
sit down and listen. But in the Dining Hall the sound is always turned
completely off.
The question this writer would
like to pose, then is: "Who controls
the level; who turns it down; and
why? We pay for this service
through student fees and a number
of people work very hard to provide it, so why are the students of
this institution deprived of it during
leisure moments?"
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GO
BY
BUS
Gray Coach University Service

SONNY'S

Direct from Waterloo Campus
To Toronto and Woodstock-London
Express via Hwy. 401
Board buses on University Ave.
at Theatre Auditorium

WINTER TIME TABLE
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER·271

HAMB~RGERS-HOTDOGS

FISH & CHIPS

TORONTO SERVICE
Express via Hwy 401
Leave University
Mon. to Fri. - 3.15 p.m. & 5.00 p.m.
Fridays - 12.35 p.m. & 3.45 p.m.
Return buses from Toronto to Campus
Mon. to Fri. - 7.00 a.m.
Sundays 7.30 p.m., • 8.30 p.m., • G9.50 p.m. & • 10.50 p.m.
• via Islington Subway Station
G-Locally via Guelph

10:00 AM-3:00AM
all week
256 WEBER N. WATERLOO
884-1750

,

•

We've got a program for you that could change the
cou rse of your whole future- successfully.
It's called our Sales & Marketing Management
Program, and it's for graduates who wa nt the most
out of their ca reer and have the drive to earn it.

To find out more fill in the coupon below or talk to
your Campus Recruitment Officer about an interview.

e

The Canada Life Assurance Company

r------------------------------------------,
The Canada L1fe Assurance Company
330 Univers1ty Avenue, Toronto, Ontano M5G 1R8
Send me more mformation about your Sales & Marketing Management Program.

WOODSTOCK-LONDON SERVICE
Express via Hwy 401
Read up
Read Down
Sundays
Fridays
Lv. University
Ar. 6.40 p.m.
6.15 p.m.
Lv. Kitchener Terminal
Ar. 7.10 p.m.
6.35 p.m.
Ar. Woodstock
Lv. 5.55 p.m.
7.25 p.m.
Ar. London
Lv. 5.15 p.m.
8.05 p.m.
Individual Tickets Available from Driver
Toronto and London Buses loop via University, Westmount, Columbia and Phillip, serving designated stops. Buses will stop on
signal at intermediate points en route and along University Ave.
ADDITIONAL DAILY EXPRESS SERVICE
FROM KITCHENER BUS TERMI,NAL
See Time Table No.6
BUY " 10 - TRIP TICKETS" AND SAVE MONEY !
10 Rides
W t·.TERLOO-TORONTO ..... .. . ... . . .. ...... .. ... .$25.95

NAME _ - · - ADDRESS -~---

COURSE _

_ __

_ _ _ __

_ __

_

Tickets have no expiry date ; they do not have to be used by
purchaser; they may be used from Kitchener Terminal or from
Waterloo

(Include resume if available.)

-------------------------------------------

Tickets and Information for this University Service
Available at the Games Room, S.U ~B.

KITCHENER TERMINA
GAUKEL & JOSEPH S

Gray Coach
Birthright offers a;- alternative to abort ion for women with
• a problem- pregnancy- by offering free pregnancy test,
housi ng, legal aid, medical aid, maternity and baby cloth ing.

Completely co_r:~fidenti a l
BIRTH RIGHT 50 Church St. Kit. 579-3990

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
TELEPHONE 7 42-4469 ·
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making things
little better
by Fred Youngs
and unobtrusive manInter-Residence Council
going about making reto the university
nee Council, an
and largely ignored arm
a three-fold purpose. It'
recommends policy to
the director of resiand the Board of Goveralso endeavours to mainan acceptable level, the
of living in residence and
communication betllll.r:tmnus inhabitants and
to the Cord, Chairman
Ferguson said that
improvement are available
His assumption rests in
calls "our wide power
s is notable when one
members of the counFerguson, who is also
versity Affairs. there is
Is, the Dean of Stuthe head residents, two
students selected at large
the house presidents.
IRC members have
and complied lists of
in the residence halls.
aints ranged from lack
to small, but annoying
such as the repair of on-off
on reading lamps to the
ionate number of stuto washing machines.
the complaints were wide
one major point came

through. There i<> a general and
considerable lack of respect for the
maintenance department by residents. There arc examples of
shoddy workmanship and general
indifference towards the needs of
the students. too numerous too
mention.
The list was compiled through
input from the residences in different manners. House meetings,
house council meetings and information from dons was used to formulate the problem areas in residence. ·with the completed list,
Beare met with superintendant of
buildings and grounds Mel Holmes
and they went over the Iist together. Holmes felt that some of the
problems were beyond his jurisdiction and suggested that they be
taken to the property committee
which meets on November 25. The
other requests were reviewed and
some were remedied, but the major
complaints were set aside for
further study.
Holmes dismissed many of the
complaints as being out of stock
items or already on back order. He
then came up with, Ferguson said,
"some unique !>olutions which IRC
had not anticipated. For the request for scales he suggested that
the women of MacDonald Hall use
the scales in the Student Services
building.''
The prevalent feeling about
Holmes in IRC is not one of ambivalence and patience to say the
least. It is felt that he is procrastinating on repairs by saying that
companie<> are not stocking the

necessary materials. He also, it is
said, refuses to meet with groups or
committees.
Ferguson feels that IRC can do a
lot this year. He hinted at accomplishments by saying "We aremoving in the direction of getting things
done. IRC can make a lot of improvements in residence life, we
are explaining to people how to get
things done, and why they
shouldn't just complain."

Think about us
yourself: then
about what we can
accomplish together.
For more information on
the diocesan or rehg1ous
priesthood, contact
Prleets Of the Sacred Heart
Delaware, Ontario
NOL

star
by Jack Steumpel
week I'm going to interrupt
to succeed in Univerto let loose a trivial
Cord editors.
all, perhaps I should excolumn's existence. I
as much as you do at its
However,EditorFred has
explained to me that it does
purpose. Put nicely, it fills
Editor Henry, on the other
hasn't talked to me since I
writing it.
been attacked from other
For example. it has been
that I rename the column
Or "Trash". To be henthose names are not bad.
I should hold a contest.
may be submitted in
this newspaper.
as if I haven't been subenough abuse. last week
neglected to acknowauthorship of the article
to print my by-line (name)
title: One might think it
the point that the
that no human writes
Actually, I have my
c;xpmnation. I suspect that
has just been jealous
I began in September,
beginning to make moveclaiming the column
authorship) for his own.
chance, Henry!
to other things ...
euchre partner was caught
the cards, so we were
of the game. Not having
else to do, we've admy room to think trivial
and play chess. Back to
xt week, with (as you
an alternative afterlfOCe<lure to get you in thick
profs. P-K4, P-K4.

I

/---------------------,
Abrilliant young chemist
named Lou
Studied the whole euening
through
Boohs of facts and equations
That gaue explanations
For the great tasting flauour
of;Biue'

\

.......

____________ _

___

/

Labatt's Blue smiles along with you
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For those of you who faithfully read the editorial each week, (I
know there are some, excluding my fan club), you will remember the editorial of two weeks ago, Where is the sanity?
Well, faithful and true blue friends, as the headline implies, this
is Where is the sanity, part two.
Oftentimes people blame the executive for bad decisions or
non-action, as was the case for part one, and surely the executive is not above reproach on this subject. I will not claim to have
instituted any great changes with the previous editorial, but in all
fairness, I must say that the executive viewed it fairly and took it
as an outside source of critic1sm. Hopefully that is what will
happen with the council.
I am now a council representative, by dint of a landslide
acclamation and I cannot help but think that the only reason I
was acclaimed was because other people would win and then
they would have to sit in on these meetings. Never in my life
have I seen, heard or been present at such a disgustingly
puerile and senseless battering around of heads and personal
interests. The entire meeting was a sham, from point one to
point thirteen on the agenda.
SAC are elected responsible positions and it should be
treated as such. If a person has a conflictmg meeting or wants to
go to the pub or some such nonsense they should not turn to the
face next to them and hand away their vote. Proxies should be
given responsibility and they are not. As a member decided to
leave the meeting there ensueoa great hue and cry from many
quarters to leave the proxy with so and so or what's his name so
that the meeting could continue. It came down at the end, that
there were only enough to continue with ttie meeting because if
one more member left the quorum was shot and we would have
had to continue with the meeting at another time, making it into
three parts.
It is the duty and the charge given to these members to stay
at these meetings, no matter how long, no matter how tedious.
The flagrant misuse of the proxy is a disgusting way of handling
this duty.
Beyond this there is the continual bickering and infighting
among members. I admit that at one point I was not above this,
but the perpetual and habitual argument for argument sake was
beyond me. A case in point. There was a request from Lynn
Brewer of Community Affairs to have a coffee percolator for the
Birth Control Center, a valid request no doubt, seeing as people
relax and can talk more easily over a cup of coffee. However,
this expenditure of forty dollars was haggled over for fifteen
minutes. Who would control it? Could other functions of SAC
use it? Where would it be kept? Could they get at it? Surely the
members of SAC know Brewer well enough to realize the
uselessness of this argument, but they persisted to no end to
beat a simple issue into the ground. The pointless argument
ensued and finally the motion was passed without a vote of
discontent.
·
I am not opposed to argument, as it is the basis on which this
council functions, but to argue over points which could be and
should be ratified quickly only lengthens the meetings. Argument for argument's sake is a poor way of exercising the right of
freedom of speech.
Council should take a good long look at itself. There is really
no point in continuing the patterns established this year. It
seems that there is opposition to motions and ideas put forward
more out of animosity and dislike for persons involved in the
government of the students.
The council must, not should, but must view itself as an
important, strong body that concerns itself with ALL the business of the school, not just their own division of interest. It must
overcome personal dislikes and differences to establish itself in
an orderly manner. Where is the sanity? If it isn't to be found in
the executive, or the council, both of which have, I hope, the
power and the desire to improve, then where can we look? SAC
is lost, so far, and Robert's Rules of Order is not going to help as
long as half the people don't understand them and the other half
interpret them in different ways and only use them when they
are politically useful.
Hope springs eternal, maybe. There's a slim chance things
will get better around here.
Fred Youngs

Working up to Municipal Elections
_As you are well aware, if you read last week's Cord, students in-the Twin Cities attending the universities
m1ssed out on the enumeration for this year's municipal elections on Dec 2nd.
•
So as a student at W.L. U .• you can ask yourself "what the hell do I need to get involved with municiplll
elections for?" You are perfectly correct in asking yourself that question. But you do not understand whal
impact the election may have on'you and I'm skeptical as to whether you will vote in the first place or not.
Typically students will bitch when something takes place that they do not like. This is your right; but ask
yourself if you had an active part in making that decision. If your apathy reigned supreme then you probably
did not want to get involved. You would/will be content to let others make the decision without your input.
If this year's municipal election passes students by without a vote then we cannot bitch. We now have the
apparatus to vote because most of us are over 18 and because you hopefully filled out the application that
your Head Resident issued to you. Off campus people can still pick up the paper that will allow their names to'
be added to the voter's list.
·
During the summer months, students lost their franchise to vote simply because officials were too lazy to
include us in the enumeration I ist . Most , if not nearly all of us are not on the votef'"s I ist. This good old archaic
mode beat us.
Yet forms are available in the Waterloo Town Clerk' s office and people in residence should have filled out
the enumeration paper that will allow their names to be present on the voter's list.
Federation of Students President Andrew Telegdi and I have conferred several times on this issue and we
have agreed to try and get the students at both universities to vote. Why ?
This year the housing situation in Waterloo was one in which students not registered in residence had
trouble getting an apartment. I:Jousing in Waterloo from the student point of view i s inadequate and wiD
probably only get worse. I'm sure that off-campus students will concur with me.
The full-time residents of Waterloo in the past have been somewhat apathetic in the municipal elections. It
they don't care that's their fault. Students should care. We 're the ones that are getting the raw deal.
Students bri~g in a lot of money to this community. Although we are only here a short time, student needs
are pretty consistent. Financially, we are beneficial to the community and we should be concerned with what
happens politically and should be given the chance.
The~e has ~een talk of student counsellors of U ofW students running for municipal offices. That's great!
There 1s nothmg more that the students of these universities need than someone promoting student needs
within the municipal chambers.
If you have not given this m~c_h_ thou~ht, do so. The municipal elections on Dec 2nd are important to you
although the payoffs are not m1t1ally m front of your eyes enough to motivate you to vote. It's a legal
franchise; use it (even at your own school).

Complaints
Been over to Conrad Hall lately?
If so. I hope you didn't enter D
wing by way of the Athletic Complex. But if you chose that fateful
road, especially during inclement
weather. I'll bet you joined the
scores of others who have been
subject to slips, slides, and in
general .... tremendously spectacular wipeouts. Let' s face it, that
entrance is dangerous. Yet it is
used extensively. The obvious way
to tackle this hazard would be to
install steps, a reasonable solution
seeing as how most other entrances
have such provisions. If, during
your visit to Conrad you happened
to ride your bicycle, chances are
you had a rough time finding a place
to leave it. The lack of racks not
only leads to an unsightly disorder
of cycles left around the residence,
but can be somewhat harsh on the
trees to which the bikes are
chained. The lack of an alternative,
i.e. bike racks, makes such random
cycle parking necessary.
Now let's work from the outside
in. Anyone who resides in Conrad
is no doubt aware of the lack of
facilities when it comes to washing
clothes. Your frustrations will be
further enhanced when I tell you
that you and your building are entitled to another washer and dryer.
The notorious head of maintenance
tells us that there should be a
washer and dryer for every 50 residents. Some simple arithmetic will
reveal that with 240 girls in residence, Conrad is entitled to five
sets of laundry facilities. Yet
maintenance has not installed the

other washer/dryer. So we can
conclude that either 40 girls are
wearing dirty clothes, or all the
girls in Conrad are somewhat of an
inconvenience when washday
comes along.
In case you haven't realized it
yet Mal Holmes. I'm talking at you.
So why don't you talk back .... by
doing something for our maintenance neglected campus. So let's
get to work Mal. Give us something
to prove Mal's administration isn't
the maladministration everyone
thinks it is.
Jim Fischer
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thoughts ar
aives a dam
near th
we come u
solely upon
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t•m verst ty
lonely. lfyo
the Torqu
c:rowded I
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ing the Torque Room hours
telling the students of the
hours is inexcusable. The
Room should have longer hours
stored and a meal plan known
in advance by students. It may
be time to take another look
seven-day meal card. The first
students may be impressed by
ceiving a change of notice in
mail, but those of us who have
around here a while have
learned to read between

K.J.

Dieting

Congratulations to the
the superb interview with
staurants every weekend, but for Capson. Despite the shitty
the student who has too far to go and pints of possibly bias
home or is a poor cook, this is the enough of Capson 's unique
only alternative left. The seven- seeped through to at least wet
day meal card apparently died an appetities and maybe, even
apathetic death this past year. A provoke some response.
Those who thought the ·
survey was sent around to the students who were on that plan and was all about the Player's
from the results of that survey were wrong. Sure it was
(never published) and a discussion them. but that was not all.
with the Food Service Committee
Capson asks what seems to
at its meetingol) April 25th, 1974. it crucial question. "Can
was decided to let the residence real diversity in uni
students fend for themselves on the Surely diversity is ess,entllal
weekends. A notice was sent to the order for this institution to
students this summer informing as it purports to do. Yet,
them of this change and assuring really think about it closely
them that there would be meals consider the suppression and
served in the Torque Room from 10
ipulation disguised in
life, it seems the
a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. As it has turned out the Torbeing slowly abstracted.
us with what?
que Room closes at 2 p.m ." every
Sunday leaving the resident stu- ·
I like university life as
dent again, fending for himself. Pol- ' the next person, but I see a
icy changes like this one leave the
at its base. We're e
student confused and I can't help through
but think they are meant to . Chang-

It gets expensive to eat in re-

c
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the smoke

the Big Blue staggering?

any by election in which
party's candidate has
ldefeated, speculation pertainthe defense of the governautomatically begins. The
Big Blue Machine has. up to
. termed such speculation
idle blathering. maintainections do not serve as
icators of the feelings of
as a whole, and are
times influenced quite marby transient local issues. So
· a! logic goes, anyway.

entertainments to come towork together. live toplay together. indulge in
r. Yet in the final analysis
is no togetherness. When
sitting it out this December
April in a big unfriendly
we're on our own, all
are turned inward. no-one
a damn about the person sitnear them, and whether or: not
up to the mark depends
upon us. Yet we all knew
all along didn't we? At times
.ity life can be extremely
If you don't believe me sit in
ue Room during the
lunch hours and look
you. Who was it who wrote
I so lonely in a place built
" It seems at times that
soners in an lJndeclared
little chance to escape and
to do so.
again to the Cord for
just a few of Carson's
However, the thought of
exposure of this man fright' because he opens my mind
too far, and I hate reality as
as the next person - espewhen we're forced to delve
to confront it.
Christopher Tindale

This· time. though, there may be
much more to this defeat than
merely local issues. Inflation has
begun to bite rather deerly. Milk
rrices rose 6 cents a quart last week
alone. A round of cheese now costs
20 cenb more than it did last
month. Stephen Lewis is increa~
ingly making the inflation issue a
central theme and Pre·mier Davis
has been forced to admit that solutions to the problem may perhaps
exist at the provincial level, rather
than just at the federal level as he
had previously maintained. Indeed, it i~ becoming imperative that
he find some solutions for inflation
hurts not only the average working
man, but also the Mississaugiantype middle class, a .group which
has strongly supported the Conservatives provincially. Inflation may
perhaps he even more painful for
this class than others, as not only
must the Mississaugian resident attempt to decently feed himself but
he must also flaunt the two brand
new srarkling cars out in the
driveway, the new see-through golf
club bags on the course and tennis
lor two on Sundays. The inflation

ing teaching personnel. to accept
employment with this university. lf
this was the case ten years ago, the
situation is hardly the same today.
Consider, if you will, 100
applications received last year, to
fill one opening in the Philosophy
department, for this academic
year.
However, my concern is not with
these
previously
s'e cured
privileges, but rather with new
ones. 1 would like to know:
Why does the faculty-staff pay
only $20.00 per year for the right to
use the phys. ed. complex when the
'>tudent must pay $25.00
Why if the student pays $5.00
more then faculty-staff. are the
facilities closed to the student for
two hours a week while at the same
time these facilities are opened to
faculty-staff?
Why do faculty-staff receive a
special four hour a week swim
period during the winter and ~ix

Problems. other than inflation
are rapidly arising for the Davis
government. The admission that
health costs may soon sky-rocket
past the provinces ability to pay
them points to a massive failure on
the part of the government. Instead
of providing universal health care,
the government has taught universal over-consumption of, more
than likely, useless or unnecessary
health care. A solution to this problem will have to be found and the
repercussions of telling people to
consume less and not to live so
highly are frequently rather unpleasant for the government forced
Jo do the telling.
The rural areas of Ontario have
traditionally been areas of assured
-.uccess for the Conservative party.
However, if prime agricultural land
continues to be gobbled up for
housing and other developments at
the present rate, those rural inhabitants who want to preserve
their rural style of life free from

hours per week during the summer
at which time the pool is closed to
students?
Why if faculty staff pays less do
they receive a private locker room,
plus the option to rent a locker? A
privelege denied the stuaent!
I have no gripe with faculty-staff
usage of any facility on campus
which they have earned. However.
I don't feel that the faculty-staff
have not earned any right to extra
privileges in regards to utilization
of the phys-ed complex.
Therefore I presently ask that all
rrivileges currently extended to the
faculty-staff in regards to the phys . .
ed. complex, which are not also offered to the student be suspended
immediately.Note H. Maclain and
McKay.
Dan Russell

cars. noise. and careless commuter, may look elsewhere for a
friendly ear. The pockets of Liberal
support in the commercial farms of
south-western Ontario may spread
across rural Ontario at eridemic
rroportions.
The Davis government must also
face the civil servants demands.
The settling of these demands will
be at best a delicate job, at worst a
disaster. To give too much will
open the government to the charge
of aiding inflation. To give too little
will further antagonize the unions
and the workingman. a group
which already has little affection
for Davis and the Conservative
party. To come down somewhere
in the middle, taking no stand, may
seem like and certainly will he
characterised as. a willingness to
ignore problems, a charge which
both the teacher., and the· TTC felt
was justified at certain points in
their encounter with Big Blue.
Concrete political issues aside.
much of the blame for the growing
discontent may also be placed on
the shoulders of Bill Davis himself.

NOW SHOWING
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Recreation -Room
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/
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COMING SOON

"2001
A SPACE ODYSSEY"

The que-.tion today. however,
should not be whether the Big Blue
will recover. but rather having allowed the situation to reach the
stage it has. whether it deserves to
recover.

UNIVERSITY SPECIALS

CHANGERS-BASES
DUST COVERS-SPINDLES

!\•AI'tlltENQ

All things considered. the Big
Blue Machine does seem to be
staggering at least a bit. The NDP
and the Liberals seeing this staggering, are groping madly for the jugular to deliver the death blow. All
and all. there is always the good
possibility they will miss: they certainly have before. And if they do,
the Big Blue Machine will merely
shrug and go back to one-partydominance as usual.

Student to share 2 bedroom apartment,
West~ount & Erb. Call Henry at
579-4271.

GARRARD

'vi leges

In the last provincial election,
Davis marketed himself like some
hot new rroduct. complete with
grace. charm and family to boot.
Even such- an exciting symbol a-.
the Trudea.u of '68, soon found that
the people can turn sour on you if
the game is not played properly. A
casual glance around at the political
environment clearly indicates that
somehow and somewhere Davis
has not played the game properly.
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inteniew with Louis Capson
lOt edited at all. It was reexactly as was recorded,
only the pauses and interrupdeleted. the editors.

number of years ago. upon my
into why faculty-staff resuch privileges as free parkprivate lounge'>, and wash1 was told that these were
bonl,lses. utilized in persuad-

issue. then. could conceivably
shake even this strong area of surport.
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he N.E.B.: ·Where does it all go?
by Cynthia L. Zinck

Although the federal government
in the habit of delegating the
ion of policy making to vari.r~nches of the PubIic Service
the crown corporations, the
regulatory agencies and the Royal
commissions, never did it give so
to so haphazard an or1811ization, as it did in 1959 when
Energy Board was
seems incredible that for the
fifteen years, major decisions
· the future energy supply
could be left in the hands
men who do not even have
sanction of the voters of

lgary U.
d unfit
Reprinted from the Bricklayer
C'AI.GARY students are being
to undesirable conditions
and it is only a matter of
before there are outbreaks of
poisoning, said Dr. Michael
referring to University of
Food Services.
a food microbiologist at
University of Alberta, ate in
"Ar<ity of Calgary cafeteria
1 prior to joining a panel
discussion entitled "Is our Fo.o d

He said in an interview March 14
the food he ate was pretty at. pointing out the goulash,
and vegetables as being too
During the panel he had said
the food could have been no
than 80 degrees. To keep
safe from dangerous bacterial
it must be kept either below
45 degrees or above 140 he explained.
Salads had been left.out far too
he said, adding that soup had
out long enough to have dried
the side of its container and to
formed a skin.
He also said that the. gravy was
cold and explained that gravy is
food susceptible to high bacteria
said the facilities were
and that he would "expect to
a good meal there".
He said the condition of the food
indicative of bad management.
Barrie Griffiths, manager of U of
's MacEwan Hall Food
said that he was persondent that Monday' s
II) food was fresh and preto proper production stanHe said that food is always
at the right temperature and
Dr. Stile's cold food may have
due to the fact that food cools
while people wait in line and
carry it to a table.

Canada. Had these government
appointees done even a mediocre.
job, one might accept them with a
Machiavellian "ends justify the
means" shrug but a more useless
collection of blunderers would
surely be hard to find.
The National Energy Board has
had sole responsibility for the development of an energy policy
since 1959. The N.E.B. has the
power to "regulate Canadian exports and imports of natural gas and
oil through the granting of licences,
and the power to control both international and interprovincial
trade in oil and natural gas through
the granting of certificates for the
construction of pipelines." Although the federal government has
the power to reverse any decision
made by the board, it has never
done so.
What are the standards by which
the Board decides on the merits of
each case? The board will issue a
licence for export provided that the
amount exported "does not exceed
the surplus remaining after due allowance has been made for the
reasonably foreseeable require-

ments for use in Canada having regard in the case of an application to
export gas to the trends of discovery of gas in Canada.'' The N.E.B.
decisions demonstrate its belief
that exports should amount to the
full amount of any surplus gas in
Canada. Its idea of "meeting the
foreseeable requirements" is evidently to be found in the abstract
possibilities indicated by "trends
of discovery''.
This leaves Canada in the interesting position of having a vast
amount of discovered oil that is not
practical for use at the present
time. In case of an energy shortage,

Canada would have to literally start
digging to get at her "reserve"
supply.
.
Even this might be tolerable if
the National Energy Board would
show the intelligence of a bright
nine year old. Where does the
N.E.B. get its statistical information concerning the "trend of discovery" in oil? Consult the magnificent two volume collection of nothing which they published in 1973,
entitled "a National Energy Policy
for Canada". You might be surprised to learn that that massive
collection of statistical data was
comprised by none other than the

AfTtA H~ SCHOOL I
WOQtp IN 1ME BUSINESS
WDIU NfO SAW ENOUQt OF

\BACKSTABIIIN& 1D 110 ME

IUT I DIDN'T ESCAPE
IT. I JUST ENT'EAEOA
1\MLD WMD£ ALL 1IE
lACKS~ Ale£

r·,~LtFE.
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~
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We're Northern
touched the surface.
Electric, and if you've
' There's a whole world
been assessing the Canawaitin~ for better means
dian business scene with
of communication. South
an eye to pinpointing your lies the giant American
first career move, you may market; East, the chalalready know quite a bit
lenging European
Common Market and
about us. Growth that's
been called almost exploWest, a Pacific Rim potensive. Telecommunications tial so big we can't even
product development
measure it. We've already
that's been termed
established effective bases
fantastic.
in these markets, but to be
We are on the move
as big a part of them as we
want to be, requires sound
and to maintain this
momentum, we need
financial planning.
more talented people.
So we need people You see, as big and
ambitious and enthusiasbooming as we are, we
tic finance and accounting
know we've hardly
graduates who can be as

., ,.. "\

· .~~

creative with money as
our engineers are with
telecommunications
technology.
Of course, our standards are high. But then,
so are the financial rewards and career securities for Commerce
graduates who can help us
achieve our goals. If what
we offer appears to match
what you want, talk to
your Campus Placement
Officer. And the way
we're moving, today
would be a good day
to do it.

;

Stiles had passed up the soup
he noticed that it was covered
a layer of skin.

eA
North£Jrn EI£Jcfric
y
COMPANY, LIMITED

IE'

NY FNL. "'Ci(p
I'll\ KCC»'tiN& M
EIP£1n' ON PCUTICSI

If you've spent
the last feW years learning the
business of money management,
we'd like to talk to you about
managipg some of ours.
·

"I wish he had tried the soup,"
said, "It's first rate". He
soups are one area that the
ction supervisor concen-

)q1

oil companies themselves.
The National Energy Board
must believe, with considerable
more trust than I am able to muster.
that the oil companies would not lie
to them; that they would not
slightly overestimate reserves.
would not be the least optimistic in
their estimates over new sources
despite the fact that the larger the
amount available the greater the
volume which will be available for
export. But then that's what the
National Energy Board consists
of-some of the most innocent,
most trusting and, unfortunately.
most powerful men in Canada.
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A history
Just in time for Hallowe'en: an article on what
witches really were.
This article is excerpted from Witches, Midwives and Nurses by Barbara Ehrenreich and
Deirdre English (Glass Mountain Pamphlets),
and is available from New Hogtown Press, Toronto. Thanks to the Voice for this feature .
Women have always been healers. They were the
unlicensed doctors and anatomists of western history. They were abortionists, nurses and counsellors. They were pharmacists, cultivating healing
herbs and exchanging the secrets of their uses. They
were midwives travelling from home to home and
village to village. For centuries women were doctors
without degrees, barred from books and lectures,
learning from each other, and passing on experience
from neighbour to neighbour and mother to daughter. They were called 'wise women ' by the people,
witches or charlatans by the authorities. Medicine is
part of our heritage as women, our history, our birthright.
Today, however, medicine is the property of male
professionals. Ninety-three per cent of the doctors in
the US are men; and almost all of the top directory
and administrators of health institutions. Women are
still in the overall majority-70 per cent of health
workers are women-but we have been incorporated into an industry where the bosses are men. We
are no longer independent practitioners, known by
our own names, for our own work. We are for the
most part, institutional fixtures, filling faceless job
slots: clerk, dietary aide, technician, maid.
The suppression of women health workers and the
rise to dominance of male professionals was not a
·natural' process, resulting automatically from
changes in medical science, nor was it the result of
women 's failure to take on healing work. It was an
active takeover by male professionals. And it was not
science that enabled men to win out: the critical
battles took place long before the development of
modern scientific technology.

Witchcraft and Medicine
in the Middle Aaes
Witches lived and were burned long before the
development of modern medical technology. The
great majority of them were lay healers serving the
peasant population, and their suppression marks
one of the opening struggles in the history of man's
suppression of women as healers.
The other side of the suppression of witches as
healers was the creation of a new male medical
profession, under the protection and patronage of
the ruling classes.
The age of witch-hunting spanned more than four
centuries (from the 14th to the 17th century) in its
sweep from Germany to England. It was born in
feudalism and lasted- gaining in virulence- well
into the 'age of reason '. The witch-craze took different forms at different times and places, but never lost
its essential character: that of a ruling class campaign of terror directed against the female peasant
population. Witches represented a religious, political
and sexual threat to Protestant and Catholic
Churches alike, as weU as to the state.
Two of the most common theones of the witchhunts are basically medical interpretations, attributing the witch craze to unexplainable outbreaks of
mass hysteria. One verston has it that the peasantry
went mad. According to this, the witch craze was an
epidemic of mass hatred and panic cast in tmages of
a blood-lusty peasant mob bearing flaming torches.
Another psychiatric interpretation holds that the
witches themselves were insane.
But. in fact, the craze was neither a lynching party
nor a mass suicide by hysterical women. Rather, it
followed well-ordered procedures. The witch-hunts
were well organized campaigns, initiated, financed •
and executed by Church and State.
Commonly, the accused was stripped naked and
shaved of all her body hair, then subjected to
thumb-screws and the rack , spikes and bonecrushing "boots", starvation and beatings. The potnt
is obvious: The witch-craze did not arise spontaneously in the peasantry. It was a calculated ruling
class campaign of terrorization.
.
The most fantastic accusation of all was that
witches helped and healed those who had no doctors
and hospitals, and who were bitterly afflicted with
poverty and disease. The church told these sufferers
that their torment was a mark of sin.
But the gout and apoplexy of the rich got plenty of
attention. Kings and nobles had their court physicians who were men, sometimes even priests. The

real issue was control: male upper class healing
under the gaze of the church was acceptable, female
healing as part of a peasant subculture was not.
The wise woman, or witch, had a host of remedies
which had been tested in years of use. Many of the
herbal remedies developed by witches still have their
place in modern pharmacology. They had painkillers, digestive atds and anti-inflammatory agents.
The witch-healer's methods were as great a threat
(to the Catholic Church, if not the Protestant) as her
results, for the witch was an empiricist: She relied on
her senses rather than on faith or doctrine, she believed in trial and error, cause and effect. Her attitude
was not religiously passive, but actively inquiring.
She trusted her ability to find ways to deal with disease, pregnancy and childbirth-whether through

medtcations or charms. In short, her magic was the
science of her time.

The Rise of European
Medicine
Meanwhile the ruling classes were cultivating thetr
own breed of secular healers-European medictne
became ftrmly established as a secular sctence and
a professton that excluded women.
Confronted with a sick person, the universitytrained physictan had little to go on but superstition.
Bleeding was a common practice, especially in the
case of wounds. Leeches were applied according to
the time, the hour, the air, and other similar consider-
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omen healers
ricians were going down the drain.
Publicly, however, the obstetricians launched
their attacks on midwives in the name of science and
reform. Midwives were ridiculed as "hopelessly dirty,
ignorant and incompetent".
A truly public-spirited obstetrical profession would
have been to make the appropriate preventive techniques known and available to the mass of midwives.
This is in fact what happened in England, Germany
and most other European nations: Midwifery was
upgraded through training to become an estab·
lished, independent occupation.
But the American obstetricians had no real commitment to improved obstetrical care. In fact, a study
by a Johns Hopkins professor in 1912 indicated that
most American doctors were less competent than
the midwives.
Under intense pressure from the medical profession, state after state passed laws outlawing midwifery and restricting the practice of obstetrics to doctors. For poor and working class women, this actually
meant worse--Qr no--Qbstetrical care. For the new,
male medical profession, the ban on midwives
meant one less source of competition. 'Women had
been routed from their last foothold as independent
practitioners.

had won a clear
among the
They then
of female heal-

The Lady with the Lamp

early grab for medical monopoly Inspired mass indignation in the form of a radical, popular health
movement which came close to smashing medical
elitism in America once and for all.
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Health

The Popular Health Movement of the 1830's and
40's is usually dismissed in conventional medical
histories as the high-tide of quackery and medical
cultism. In reality it was the medical front of a general
social upheaval stirred up by feminist and working
class movements.
The Movement was a radical assault on medical
elitism, and an affirmation of the traditional people's
medicine. "Every man his own doctor," was the
slogan of one wing of the Movement, and they made
it very clear that they meant every woman too. The
"regular" licensed doctors were attacked as members of the "parasitic, non-producing classes," who
survived only because of the upper class "lurid taste"
for calomel and bleeding ..
The peak of the Popular Health Movement coincided with the beginnings of an organized feminist
movement, and the two were so closely linked that
it's hard to tell where one began and the other left off.
The health movement was concerned with women's
rights in general, and the women's movement was
particularly concerned with health and with women's
access to medical training.

At its height in the 1830's and 1840's, the Popular
Health Movement had the ''regular" doctors-the
professionals ancestors of today's physicians
-running scared. Later in the 19th century, as the
grassroots energy ebbed and the Movement degenerated into a set of competing sects, the " regulars"
went back on the offensive. In 1848 they pulled together their f1rst national organization, pretentiously
named the American Medical Association (AMA).
The rare woman who did make 1t into a "regular''
medical school faced one sexist hurdle after another.
First there was the continuous harassment--Qften

lewd--Qf the male students. There were professors
who wouldn't discuss anatomy with a lady present.
There were textbooks like a well-known 1848 obstetrical text which stated, "She (Woman) has a head
almost too small for intellect but just big enough for
love."
In the late 19th century, the "women's health
movement" began to dissociate itself from its Popular Health Movement past and to strive for respectability. Members of irregular sects were purged from
the faculties of the women's medical colleges.
Female medical leaders such as Elizabeth Blackwell
joined male "regulars" in demanding an end to lay
midwifery and a "complete medical education" for all
all who practised obstetrics. All this at a time when
the " regulars" still had little or no "scientific" advantage over the sect doctors or lay healers.

Money and Germs Save
the Regulars
Though no longer faced with organized opposition
(they could not claim to control any special body of
knowledge), the professional victory of the "regulars" was only made tangible through a lucky coincidence. Science and ruling-class support became
available about the same time, the turn of the century.
French and especially German scientists brought
forth the germ theory of disease which provided, for
the first time in human history, a rational basis for
disease prevention and therapy.
Meanwhile the US was emerging as the industrial
leader of the world. Fortunes were ruthlessly built.
The Rockefeller and Carnegie foundations appeared
in the first decade of the 20th century. One of the
earliest and highest items on their agenda was medical "reform" , the creation of a respectable, scientific
American medical profession.
Naturally the money to set up such institutions as
Johns Hopkins was firmly behind the scientific elite,
of the "regular" doctors, leaving the smaller poorer
schools (often special schools for blacks and
women) to close. Medicine was established once
and for all as a branch of " higher" learning accessible only through lengthy and expensive university
training.
Medicine had become a white, male, middle class
occupation. The· doctor had become "the man of
science"- beyond criticism, beyond regulation, very
nearly beyond competition.

Outlawing the Midwives
All that was left to drive out the last holdout of the
old people's medicine- the midwives. In 1910, about
50 per cent of babies were delivered by
midwives- most were blacks or working class immigrants. Potential profits for "professional" obstet-

The only remaining occupation for women in
health was nursing. Nursing had not always existed
as a paid occupation-it had to be invented. Credit
for the invention of nursing goes to a small handful of
upper class women reformers whose prime interest
was not in improving opportunities for women but in
improving hospital conditions. In the view of nursing
leaders like Florence Nightingale, the filthy and archaic hospitals of the time needed a "woman's
touch". "The Nightingale nurse" , who set the pattern
for nursing education in this country as well as England, was conceived as the embodiment of " femininity" as defined by Victorian society.
For all the glamorous "lady with the lamp" imagery, nursing at the time involved little more than
houSehold drudgery, with the patriarchal hu~
replaced by the lordly doctor. But just as the late 19th
century women's movement had not opposed the
rise of medical professionalism, it did not challenge
nursing as an oppressive female role.
Women have not been passive bystanders in the
history of medicine. The present system was born in
and shaped by the competition between male and
female healers. The medical profession in particular
is not just another institution which happens to discriminate against women: It is a fortress designed and erected to exclude us. This means to us that the
sexism of the health system is not incidental, not just
the reflection of the sexism of society in general or
the sexism of individual doctors. It is historically older
than the medical science itself; it is deep-rooted,
institutional sexism.
Professionalism in medicine is nothing more than
the institutionalization of a male upper class
monopoly. We must never confuse professionalism
with expertise. Expertise is something to work for
and to share; professionalism is-by definition
--elitist and exclusive, sexist, racist and classist.
Our oppression as women health workers today is
inextricably linked to our oppression as women.
Nursing our predominate role in the health system, is
simply a workplace extension of our roles as wife and
mother. The nurse is socialized to believe that rebellioP violates not only her " professionalism", but her
very femininity. This means that the male medical
elite has a very special stake in the maintenance of
sexism in the society at large. Doctors are the bosses
in an industry where the workers are primarily
women. Sexism in the society at large insures that
the female majority of the health workforce are
"good" workers-docile and passive. Take away
sexism and you take away one of the mainstays of
the health hierarchy.
What this means to us is that in the health system
there is no way to separate worker organizing from
feminist organizing. To reach out to women health
workers as workers is to reach out to them as
women.

""··,-::
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CHAPEL SERVICES

•

NOVEMBER
1st-

Musical Praise for All Saints Day
Mr. David Hall

4th-

Mr. Save Sterritt and Mr. Neil Campbell

5th- Mr. David Moddle

Birth control info
by Judy Merrill
Although the service provided
by the Birth Control Information
Centre is basically information
based, counselling situations do
occasionally have to be dealt with.
Because this is true, I feel that the
students should know what is involved in counselling as it applies
to the Centre.
With both professional and
para-professional counsellors there
are a number of problems which the
counsellor must be able to overcome in order to be effective. One
ofthe easiest things for the counsellor to do is to visualize himself as
being THE person who can HELP
people by solving all of their problems. Unfortunately , this attitude,
if it shows, is usually more detrimental than helpful in such a situation. One of the main faults with it
is that the counsellor appears imposing, condescending and therefore he immediately sets up a barrier between himself and the client
which hinders all attempts at communication.
In order to have an effective
counselling relationship the client
must see the counsellor as a real
person , a spontaneous individual
whom he can react to, an individual
who is going to be honest even if
being honest sometimes means
admitting that the counsellor
doesn' t know how to help the
cl ient. An effort sho uld then be
made (on the counsellor's part) to
either find out the necessary information , or to refer the client to
someone who is capable of giving
the client aid. Another problem
which has to be overcome is the
natural tendency to make judgements or evaluations, moral or
otherwise, of the client' s be-

haviour. This tendency is common mastered some of the more subtle
to even the most innocent and sim- aspects of counselling and to have
ple interchanges between people, an ability to put themselves in the
but is heightened in situations client' s position and to establish
where strong emotions and feelings communication. The reason that
are involved. In order to avoid they can do this is that they are real
making judgements it is necessary people with real feelings and probto try to see the other person' s lems of their own. Theydon'tcome
point of view, to sense how he across like automatons because
feels, to achieve his frame of refer- they aren't. There is only one more
ence in regard to the thing which he point that I would like to stress
is talking about. It means really lis- which is that any one may come to
tening to what the client is saying us, student or not, and no one will
and focusing totally on him without ever know that you came except
letting one's mind wander. In the counsellors on duty and you .
short, understanding with a person, We do stress confidentiality very
not about him is the most effective strongly because it is a safeguard
and a very necessary one.
way of communicating.
This article is one way of letting
No counsellor should ever take
anything for granted. He has to be you know what we can provide and
able to offer all alternatives and of keeping you informed about the
without the whole situation it is im- things that we consider to be imporpossible to do so with any effec- tant to students as far as what is
really happening with on-campus
tiveness.
All counsellors need to realize organizations. More in a couple of
that they are not infallible that they weeks about new developments.
can and will sometimes make mistakes, and that they are as most
other people are, emotional, sometimes tired, sometimes bewildered
or uncertain human beings. Clients
as well as counsellors need to
realize that these people are there
for whatever help they can give, be
it medical and factual information
referral services, or simply to be a
sounding board.
All of these afo rementioned
problems are even more difficult to
handle when the person one is dealing with is on the other end of a
phone, because little things such as
movements of body and expressions, cannot be picked up making
it more difficult to decipher the real
extent of the problem.
Above all, the people who work
with us as counsellors seem to have

6th-

Eucharist: Pastor Richard Urdahl

7th-

Mr. Klaus Raab

8th-

A Service of Hymns-Or. Walter H. Kemp

11th- Mr. Sam Makhurane
12th-

Miss Debbie Gillespie and Mr. Wayne Sharpe

13th-

Eucharist: Dr. Ragnar Teigen, Officiant

14th-

Mr. Robert Gotwalt

15th- Strains of Praise no. 1
18th- A Cell Group
19th-

Eucharist: Celebrant, Pastor Bart Beglo

20th~

Mrs. Jean Lanier-Visiting Lecturer
in Systematics

21st-

Mr. David Lee-Thompson

22nd- Strains of Praise no. 2
25th-

Mr. Charles Dietz

26th-

Mr. Walter Johanson

27th28th-

Eucharist: Professor Richard Crossman,
Celebrant
Mr. Jack Dressler

29th-

Strains of Praise no. 3

----------------------------------------------,~
HOWDY PARTNERS SPECIAL

1/ 4 WESTERN FRIED CHICKEN
ROY'S GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES
HOT OR COLD DRINK
ONLY $1 .19
GOOD UNTIL NOV. 30, 1974

----------------------------------·------------...J

OF

SYNTHESIS

EQUIPMENT
Regular
Price List

Super
Special

$729.00
257.50
449.95

$499.00
195.00
299.95

PIONEER

oxaooo 4-channel receiver

CT3131 Cassette. Deck
NIKKO QSR4040 4-channel
receiver
SHERWOOD
S2400 Tuner
299.95
199.95
S9400 Amplifier
399.95
299.95
KLH
6 Speaker
350.00 pr. 250.00 pr.
23 Speaker
420.00 pr. 299.00 pr.
INFINITY Posi Speaker
299.95 pr. 199.95 pr.
ONKYO Radian Ill
440.00 pr. 299.95 pr.
MARTIN Speaker
360.00 pr. 199.95 pr.
TEAC An-60 Dolby Unit
175.00
139.00
CONCORD CR250 Receiver-used
199.95
like new
BRAUN TG 1000 Tape Deck-used
829.00
1'199.95
like new (full warranty)
MOST UNITS 1 ONLY FLOOR MODELS-CLEARANCES

~FTER YOU PROMISE HER THE WORLD •••
GIVE HER A DAZZLING DIAMOND
Even if you can' t keep ill the other
promises you made ... there's one you can.
Give her a diamond! One fiery jewel to
express the love that is yours.
Symbol of love
ind devotion ... and all that is yet
to be .. . a brilliance to be cherished forever.

•

SYNTHESrS

lO KING W.
KITCHENER

c

STEREO SHOP

50 Westmount Rd.N.
Waterloo
579-5650
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e Evolution of the- Rock Au.dience
by John Carpenter
and Fred Youngs
attending the Nazareth
Friday night, It brought to
view that phenomenon we
experience ... the rock-~-

them out and throwing them at the
screen, stately London was aghast,
but it was fun and it grew from
there.

On the beach

On the other side of the Atlantic
it was sand and sun. The surfing
scene. Jan and Dean. The Safaris.
the Ventures and of course the
Beach Boys. They were all white.
pure and sexual innuendos were
there. but in the end they were always legitimate.
They were interested in girls.
cars. boys. su1fing. girls, illegal
drinking, boys and partying. But
conductor and arranger who once again dancing was the thing:
to recreate the works of the only concert they would attend
masters may do so without the
was on the beach. that idyllic home
of the audience not involving
away from home where you could
in a physical manner. Classiforget school and the evils of
audiences. sedate and respecparenthood. Only thing was you
are there to listen and involve
had to be home by 'II :00.
·\,<elves m an emotional sense.
The music reflected this. It was
are no smoke bombs, collights and other paraphanalia not loved for itself hut because it
the subliminal and primal talked about these kids. The Beach
the way a group such as_ Boys were the first major concert
band and the kids loved it. This
Cooper does. It even shows
then is the real birth of the concert
basic difference in the music.
idiom, where you sat down and the
possibly with the exband was on stage and one man
of the Allmans and the
made a whole lot of money off your
can sustain an interest level in
meager earmngs from the grocery
over ten minutes. Classical
store where you worked. Enter the
particularly the sympromoter.
are well over ten minutes.
theatre or classical audithe performer in the rock
expects. in fact almost departicipation from the pay'ustomcr. but there is also the
that is placed upon the perHe is expected to gauge
his performance with
to the aud1ences expecta-

y

all over
the N ight Shakin'
"'ormally when they show a per-

Saddle shoes with razor blades in
toes. rat tail combs. making it in
the back seat of Dad's Buick,
•rushes, gang
fights
and
'roll. Gimme a break honey,
:Jus 1s the fifties.
This is the era we presently refer
10m nostalgia, when dancing was
:~e thing and concerts were absotely unheard of. It was only
nx~·n'roll but they liked it.
Violence was not lost on the
grme urchins. It came out in the
Palladmm theatre in London Eng. Kids lined up to see Bill Haley
the Comets play that music in
~sphalt Jungle, and they tore the
place up. Knifing the seats, tearing

former on variety shows they start
with a full length shot and work in
to show his face, often returning to
full length shots throughout. But
one night, a Sunday to be exact,
they had this hick from Tennessee
on. and they would only show him
from the waist up. Not surprising
when you considered that it was the
Ed Sullivan show and he wouldn't
even allow brassiere commercials.
let alone the bump and grind ofElis
Presley.
Presley was the real thing. Girls
fainted, screamed and boys copied
his hair style. They really went to
his concerts. really sat down and
really tore it up at the climax. The
birth of the audience.

Along with the reb1rth of the solo
performer, this era also spawned
total audience involvement. Hystencal women were commonplace
and so were short concerts. No one
cared how they played or what or
how long they played. their mere
presence was enough.

Twist and shout
No one really cared what the
Beatles played at their 1965 Shea
Stadium Concert, because no one
could hear. and some couldn't even
see. George Harrison. in an interview several years later, said that
he even played the lead line · to
Wolly Bully. then the number one
song and no one, not even the other
three noticed that it was different
from the song they were playing.
fhe Beatles were the biggest
thing to hit rock'n'roll ever. The
audience at these events could be
termed over involved, and then you
would be making an understatement.
In Australia, a young mother
thrust her baby at Lennon and
asked him to touch it .s o it would be
cured of some malady it had. The
audience went out into the street.
None of the four could walk down
the street without fear of being
stampeded and stripped of anything and everything they had.
The English invasion livened up
the rather dreary affairs of
rock'n'roll and brought out the full
potential of the audience.

M-m-m-my
G-g-g-g-generation
The Who, the mods and sods.
They were the first and are still one
of the few bands who do w hat they
do best. They play harder longer
and lo uder fo r the people, they are
just straight ahead, and the audience loves them.

By the time we get to
Woodstock
Monterey. California, midsixties, the first festival. San Francisco, a perpetual festival. Newport. a traditional festival. Obvi-

Peter Townsend of the Who.

ously any d1scussion of audiences
must lead to the festival, that idea
where you take x-number of people. put them in a field. dope them
up and feed them entertainment for
a few days. If you're good, like Bill
Grahm, forceful, like Bill Grahm,
or lucky. like hundreds of other
promoters. you make money
Woodstock was the big daddy of
festivals. Five hundred thousand
people all crammed on Max
Yasgur'salfalfapatch. Wejust love
you out there, you're so strong,
don't eat the brown acid. Beautiful
man, peace, gee, I might be in the
movie .
They (the performers) could
make you stand up, sit down or
play in the mud . They didn't mind
because no one was straight
enough to realize how bad the
music really was. It was the start of
the new traditio n where a. performer could play endlessly, jump
about and everyone loves him.
It started the idea of audience
unity. Every one reacts as one.
They all clap along at the same
time, scream back at the same time
and get drunk at the same time .
However, t he audience was
maturing. There was an understanding of the mus1c which was

never present before.

Package Deal
1972 and the Rolling Stones. billed as the greatest rock'n 'roll band
in the world invades North
America. Everywhere they went
they sold out, and everywhere they
played they played the same set.
With a flick of his wrists or a
demure kick of his leg Jagger could
end a song anywhere he liked. The
package never changed. They had
the lights, the stage and all the
props and they bring us to the present.
Every band can be seen in two
categories. The Woodstock leftovers, (CSNY, the Dead, the Allmans, Lynyrd Skynyrd) who come
on in jeans, o r some such "ordinary" clot hes and play.
T hen there is the realm whic h
could be c alled theatre. It · s big
now. Pink Floyd. Bowie, Mott and
of course Alice Cooper. It's the
smoke bomb and the faked guillotine that bring the people to their
feet and we have the Stones to
thank for that.
They were the first ones to do up
the theatre thing and the '72 tour
was more an event for that then the
music.

ANote on Jazz : A ·horn honks
by Garth Webb
A horn honks. breaking the still

death of silence on the stage. Miles
Davis 1s playing. in full control and
once again the living legend owns
the packed house. Yes. Miles has
"een around a long time. a Juillard
mu~1c scholarship student, the
horn man in the legendary Charlie
Parker's band and a constant influence on the evolution of the jazzrock ~cene ever since.
Miles Davis is the forefather of
the new electric trendsetting
bands. The spectrum of today' s
so-called jazz-rock fusion-is almost
exclusively made up of players
with Miles Davis as their graduate
school. ~iles Davis' band, has
evolved from the three controver~ml post Bitches-Brew Lp · s-those
w1th the cartoon covers: On the
Comer, In Concert and recently Big
Fun. These are recordings which
seem to be coming in evolutionary
three~. and they gave birth to such
groups as Weather Report,
Mahavishinu, and just about everythmg that is happening in the new
electnc music these days.
What is 1t about this trumpet
player from ()t. Louis that makes
people never tire of speculating on
what he 1s going to do next? Ask
any of these musicians what specily it was that Miles did or told
Corea, Herbie Han. John McLaughlin. Keith JarWayne Shorter. All these

young musicians have played with
him and then gone on their own
productive ways.I do not think that
they could tell you. How did this
one man communicate the legacy
of Charlie Parker. assimulating it
into the mainstream of popular
music? How often was it you got to
hear a Chick Corea set. or Keith
Jarrett, even when they were all
playing with ~iles on albums, how
often could you hear them individually? Virtually never, and yet
today the music audience is recognizing the promise of tnese young
often white often classically trained
mus1cians' . by-products, of Miles'
bombastic conversion to electric
mUSIC.

I feel that it is M1les' innovative
daring and strong personal magnetism that gets people in his bands
to respect'and follow him. Who else
would have the nerve to put Keith
Jarrett and Chick Corea, the first
time that they ever played together
on organ and electric piano in front
of a packed house at the Fillmore
just to see what would happen. And
there's Miles playmg in the middle
of them. That's what makes him a
leader; knowing how to make the
actions around an event become
the event itself and he is just being
Miles Davis.
It just occurred to me that I am
supposed to review an album or so
in this write up.
Big Fun; Miles Davis (Columbia)

Miles Davis' most recent release
comprises a sort of retrospect of his
post-Bitches Brew album phase.
Big Fun incorporates four side-long
tracks recorded at different time intervals from the past four to five
years.
The earliest piece of the set.
"Lonely Fire", shows shadows of
"Bitches Brew". The mood is sub-

dued and contemplated with Chick
Corea's haunting piano summoning
distant echoes of "Sketches of
Spain". "Great Expectations" is a
transitional track. complex
throughout. The piece opens with a
roar of high gear·funk, then. halfway through, the music does areversal towards a gentle finale with a
peaceful almost folk like theme.

"Go Ahead John" is the LP's
weakest track. Twenty-nine seconds of slush is too much to pay for
a bit of inspired Miles-McLaughlin
riffing. All in all the album is a very
respectable effort by Miles and
gives every indication that Miles
Davis will be around as a driving
musical force for a long time to
come.

18t • • •

This space is reserved for information on future events relevant to
the WLU campus. Submissions are

invited and can be left in the "To
Be" mail box in the Board of Publications office before 10 a.m. Tuesday.

Thurs. Oct. 31st
- Senate Open Meeting, 8 p.m ..
Rm 2E5
- Halloween Pub with "Canada"
in the Turret; those in costume admitted free. others $1, 8 p.m.

Sat. Nov. 2nd
- WLU Football. playoff game
against McMaster, 1 p.m., Centennial Stadium

Tues. Nov. 5th
-Open meeting ofWLU Board of
Governors. 9.30 a.m., Rm. 5·203
-SAC film. Patton with George C.
Scott, Two showings; 7.30 p.m.
and 10 p.m. m IE!

'OCo

Fn. Nov. 1st
-Semi-formal with "Canada" in
the Turret: celebration of 1st birthday of Wilfrid Laurier University,
admission $1. 8 p.m
- Kitchener Jr. A Rangers vs.
Peterborough Petes: 8 p.m .. Kitchener Auditorium
- "Civil Rights and the Law",
Study Room, Kitchener Public
Library, 12 noon

Sun. Nov. 3rd
- WLU Convocation, 2 p.m.,
Kitchener Auditorium.

Mon. Nov. 4th
- Family Property Law Meeting,
program to outline major recommendations of commission studymg these laws w1th Hon. Robert
Welch, Attorney General of Ontario. 8 p.m .• The Humanities
Theatre, Hagey Hall. U of W.

Wed. Nov. 6th
- History Club Meeting. Willison
Lounge, 10 a.m.
Thurs. Nov. 7th
- Laurier Christian Fellowship
Meeting, Willison Lounge; to be
followed by worship service with
Pastor Urdhal. 6.45 p.m.
- WLU E({hibition Hockey Game
against York, 8.00 p.m .. Kitchener
Auditorium .
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Nazareth:
by Bill Elliott
On the evening of Oct. 25 Rush
opened a show for Nazareth in the
Theatre-Auditorium at WLU. The
crowd was a rather unpleasant mixture of "teeny-boppers" and
drunks anxious to listen to
"heavy-metal". Rush played a
short set consisting of only 5 songs,
the best of which were "Anthem"
and .. Hard-working man". On the
latter in particular the bassist and
lead guitarist were outstanding in
their trading of lead breaks

The Cord Weekly

s~rprisingly
throughout. The audience seemed
to appreciate the hard work of the
band and there was a smattering of
applau'>e for an encore which was
unfortunately overshadowed by
anticipation for Nazareth.
After a short 10 minute intermission. Nazareth came on and played
a brilliant and surprising set. As a
result of the influence of their producer. Roger Glover, the general
expectation was for pure "hardrock" of the Deep Purple genre.
The band turned out with this qual-

Thursday, October 31,

good,_sorry kids

ity but mellowed through the use of
a southern blues-folk influence.
Nazareth originates in Scotland
but they dispel all notions which
one may have regarding their ability of British bands to "boogie"
They consist of: Don McCafferty-vocalist, Manuel Charlton-guitar, Peter Agnew-bass
and Darrel Sweet-drums. They
opened with a rearrangement
of a Joni Mitchell tune, "This flight
tonight", this was followed by
''Razamanaz", the title cut from

their third album. These were hoth
performed extremely well and the
remainder of the concert wa., consistent along these lines with only a
couple of exceptions. They attempted two songs which were really the
wrong style of music for this band:
·'Bad, Bad Boy'', a satire on sexual
relationships and "Glad When
You're Gone" which was too soft a
tune for their style of work. The
final song took everyone by surprise. It was a Yardbirds tune
known as "The Shape of Things"

and it ended in a great collage
smoke, red lights and
flashes. The audience
their feet and called them back
tribute of burning matches. But
encore should not have been
tempted becau'>e it only
be anti-climactic following
incredible finale.
The concert proved to be a
pleasant
surprise
Nazareth did not live up to
"Deep Purple" reputation
though the audience did.

Beaver Boogie

The Last Five Years
by \lark E\erard
The Guess Who is the biggest
band ever to come out of Canada
ami is now an important force in the
international music scene. They
have 14 gold records and are one of
the top five acts in North America.
However. their most important
contribution to Canada has often
been overlooked: they did to the
Canadian recording industry what
the Beatles did to the international
mus1c scene-almost singlehandedly, they raised it from a period of
stagnation to one of booming
proportions. This, then. is the story
of the Guess Who, and of their imporAance to Canadian music.
The Guess Who trace their roots
to a band called "Chad Allen and
the Expressions". Formed in 1965.
this Quartet, all from Winnipeg,
featured Allen on vocals , Randy
Bachman on Guitar, Garry Peterson on drums and Jim Kale on bass.
They worked the concert grind in
Canada, releasing countless singles
and even a few albums. But there
was no market for Canadian talent
in those day~. CanadiaiA-adio stations refused to play any song that
hadn't already got much air-play in
the States. (Don't forget that this is
before the CRTC rulings on Canadian content) This meant that a
group had to make it big in the U.S.
before it could think about Canada.
The closest the Expression came
was a Chad Allen tune called
"Shaking all Over", which made
the lower echelons of the charts.
Allen quit the band in 1968. and a
brash new"comer, also from Winnipeg, replaced him. With the un-

likely name of Burton Cummings,
this debutante breathed new life
into the group. In late 1968. they
made a trip to the U.S., their first.
to cut an album. Out of this
emerged "Wheatfield Soul". from
which a Randy Bachman tune was
released as a single. Called "These
Eyes". it quickly rose on the charts
to become the first million-seller to
be made by a band that had remained in Canada. In marketing
"These Eyes", the group decided
to hide the fact that they were
Canadian, so changed their name.
Hoping they would be mistaken for
the Who, the popular British group,
they called themselves the Guess
Who. Nobody noticed until
"These Eyes" was well up on the
c harts, and by then no one cared.
I .(!Ot .I"OIIIl'tl1im: fine for you
e1·e1)' minute 11011'.
Later in 1969. another song, called .. Undun". was released from a
second album. Written by Cummings. it also did well. selling
800,000 copies. Just when it had
reached its peak on the charts.
someone discovered that its flipside. "Laughin". was ·also good.
Add on another 700.000 copies, and
the Guess Who had another good
record. Early in 1970 came another
good record, a Randy Bachman
composition called "No Sugar Tonight".
Got .wme fltc'ople lining up for
se1·en davs he/ore \'Oil come.
A ne~ alb~m ~as released in
1970. The title track was released
as a single, and the Guess Who had
their greatest hit ever. Driving
guitar work gave "A'merican

Woman" an appeal that made it a
chart-topper in both Canada and
the U.S.
·
Shou· bi: train, hahy II'On't you
climb on hoard.
Later in 1970, they were given an
invitation to appear before President Johnson in a special White
House concert. The group diplomatically left "American
Woman" out of their repertoire for
the show.
A follow up to "American
Woman" soon appeared, in the
formof"No Time", which became
another hit.
First there u·ere four .......
Later in the year. they played an
impressive concert at the Filmore
in New York. Following it, Bachman, till now the Guess Who's
leader, quit the group, complaining
of the pressures of road work. As
the only married member, this
seemed logical.
.... Then there were .fi,·e ....
A loss of their leader would do-in
most bands, but not the Guess
Who. With Cummings assuming
the leadership, they recruited two
other Winnipeg boys-Kurt Winter
and Greg Leskiw-to play guitar.
Like all personnel changes in the
Guess Who, this one provided new
inspiration. After some practice
time together, they went into the
studios early in 1971. They
emerged with a Winter song called
"Hand Me Down World". Criticized as being a copy of their's and
other's material, it nonetheless became another million seller.
... and then a couple more.
(to be continued next week)

Cockburn at U of W
by J~h n Carpenter
On Oct. 25th, I attended the first
of two Bruce Cockburn concerts in
the Humanitie., theatre at the U:liversity of Waterloo. I understood
that both of these shows were supposed to be sold out but the empty
seats in the theatre did not suggest
such enthusiastic response. The
Humanities Theatre is an excellent
location, accoustically. for concerts especially those like
Cockburn's.
He walked on stage dressed very
much like a~ cavalry-trooper from
Custers last stand. sat down and
following a mere hello, began to
play. The songs were very pleasant
and relaxing and I even gave up
taking notes so I can't tell you exactly what he did do except for a
couple of songs from his new
album; "Salt, Sun and
."The
title song was an exceHent guitar
instrumental which proved to be
the reason for Cockburns success
to me. He plays very well and
moves from chord to chord ex-

tremely fast. "All the D1amondl
the World" was another
because it is Cockburn
without all of the Dylan-style
which becomes unpleasant.
Following a short inte
Cockburn returned, but not
He was accompanied by
"True North" artist, Roy
terick. He attempted to fill in
some fancy guitar work but
served to ruin Cockburn's
iously immaculate work. His
ing was amateurish and as
tempted to impress us with
extra picking he sened only
exercise in exhibitionism
guitar sounded like a tinny old
and managed to overshadow
destroy Cockburn's fine work.
encore was called for. but
under the impression that
terick would also return, this
viewer could not understand why
However to the delight of myscf
and my accomplice Cockburn
turned alone, played an old favour
ite and finished in fine style.

London Trio : tremendous technique
by Andrew A Wedman
Field). Thi'> produced the desired
The International Artists series effect of wandering and worldgot off to a good start October 21. weariness first displayed by the
The Gewandhau<; Orchestra of lieder of Schubert. Perhap-, one
Leipzig made their first and only could wish for a votce that would
Canadian appearance on their cur- battle above the orchc-.tra. Masur·..,
rent concert tour. at \las..,ey Hall in experience as an opera conductor
Toronto. The performance under served him in good stead in that he
Kurt Masur began with the Sym- kept good balance throughout, not
phony number four by Robert allowing the orchestra to o\'erSchumann. It was quite excellent, power the soloist.
but perhaps the Scherzo was at
The second part of the program
times a bit heaw.
con-.1\ted of the "Eroica". a SymTo watch Kur.t Masur conduct is phony of Beethoven. It v.as oban experience v. ell worth paying vious that here Ma-.ur is continuing
the price of admi-.-;ion. Though he the tradition of e'\cellence e~tah
docs not use a baton the absence of lished by Felix Mcndeh..,ohn tn
such was not felt in the least be- 1836. The orche~tra was originall}
cause he not onl) uses his hand., founded in 1742. The other progbut hi-. complete race and body as rams in this series promise to be
well.
equally rewarding.
The symphony was follov.ed by
La-.t weekend the K-\\1 Sym"
the Mahler "Songs of a Wayt~1rer".
phony under the direction of Stuart
This featured baritone solist Knu.,sen. former solo Douhle-Bass
Siegfried Lorenz. His voice was player with the B. B.C. and London
particularily suited to the song Symphony Orchestras. performed
"Ging heut' Morgen uber's Feld" work-, by Brahms and Sihelius.
(This Morning I went across the
Gerard Kantarjian soloed in the

Brahms Violin Concerto. Since his
term as concertmaster of the Toronto Symphony, he has appeared
only once before with the K-W
Symphony; last year in the Pagannini D major concerto.
Kantarjian played -.uperbly even
though a little more warmth would
probably have been achieved had
the orchestra been a little freer w1th
its accompaniement. The cadenza
in the fir-,t movement was particularly thrilling.
In the E minor Symphony of
Siheliu-.. Knussen obviously
enjoyed being on the other end of
the stick (though he did not use a
baton). He e'>timates he has played
thi-, double-bass part in more than
one hundred concerts in hi-; career
and this sen'>e of enjoyment was
"hown early helping to make this
piece fun for the listeners. Particular credit should be given to Mike
Haye~ for the difricult timpani
work. Perhaps a bit more public
·conducting would help Mr. Knussen to relax.

\1onday evening the "Music
Group of London" played in the
Arts Building room 3C 15. They
played trios by Ravel , Goehr and
Dvorak . The~e trios, with the exception of the Dvorak (written in
189 )), v. ere all composed in the
twentieth century. The Group
which has played in numerous concerts and B.B.C. broadcasts consisted this time of Hugh Beanviolin. Eileen Choxford-cello and
Daniel Parkhouse-piano.
Performing one of the few pieces
of chamber music which Ravel
v. rote, was perhap'> the high point
of the evemng for this trio. The
Group·., propensity ti.u excellent
timing and good intonation was obvious early and the tremendous
technique of these people was
clearly demonstrated throughout
the evening.
The two movement trio of Alexander Goehr followed. Goehr is a
professor of music at Lead., University. England. He was formerly

a B.B.C. producer but now
his time to composition. This
written in 1966 for the Bath
cerh w1th Yehudi ~tenhuin
\ iolin. Thi-. work includes
very interesting material. but
than one listening would be
quired to discover all the
ities of rhythm and tonality
porated with in.
After a hrief intermission
program continued with a fine
dition of the "Dumky" trio
Dvorak. Thl., piece consists of
folk style dances all
ten by the composer
tion given by Mr. P
these trios was \ erv inu-,,rm•n"'
and helpful in under~tanding
p1ece-..
Another reminder about
Bach Choir concert. :--:o\ember
at 8:30am. The K-W Philh
Choir with the Symp
~o\ember 10. 7:30, hoth
\tary·., Church, 56 Duke St.
ener. Both are under the d'
of Howard Dyck.
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More Bunches
Insight Out
the OUAA season has finally come to a close, and"Hawks
•mselves on the top of the heap for a second consecutive
of T triumphed in the east with the only unblemished
league, 7 wins and no losses. This year however under
.. o111voff system, the first place team in each division plays the
team, while second plays third. The two winners in each
·
,
play off for the division championship.
has been declared, the winner of the U ofT division sails
to contest the Atlantic Bowl, while the winner of our
hosts the Western Canada representative. But first let's
the Ontario winners. This being Hallowe'en night, I thought
in the Great Pumpkin and ask him for his predictions on the
winners.
in the western division, WLU hosts McMaster on Saturday.
the leading rusher in the division in Ross Tripp who should
some offensive punch. Their quarterbacking is sadly lacking
and does not give the leadership needed to prevail over the
Hawk defense. The McMaster defense is fairly strong and
make the game a contest. However, continued battering from
offense should finally take its toll on the Mac fortress and
in front of a hometown crowd, should prevail with authority.·
in London, Guelph throws two top runners and a fine
against the Mustangs. They also have allowed only one
than Western, but the difference is in the offense, where
scored 79 more points. This reads easier as quarRobinson, who w1111ead his orchestra of ballplayers with
poise and distinction. They've got the hometown crowd, so you
against Western, but don't say I haven't left open the
of a Guelph upset. Those Gryphons have got some kind of
east, U of T hosts Carleton and the mere presence of
Mark Bragagnolo should get the Blues past the Ravens.
Carleton has been remarkably stubborn in some contests this
especially against the tougher teams. They are the biggest unit
league and could extend Toronto to the limit before bowing out.
upset possibility.
Up in Ottawa, the Gee-Gees should have no trouble disposing of
Bishop's, who tailed off badly after a jackrabbit start. Really should
be no contest.
Now comes the divisional finals. Assuming Toronto and Ottawa
IIUnpl\ they will meet in Toronto for the eastern championship.
Here I stick my neck out some by predicting Ottawa over the Blues.
Toronto won an earlier contest between the two but only on a lucky
desperation screen pass touchdown late in the game. Ottawa has
pnJbably a more powerful and balanced offensive machine, and I
Lumsden and the boys will get it together over Varsity.
Meanwhile, ah yes, the western division championship. Gimme a
lllak, you know I wouldn't have started writing this column if I wasn't
~ to predict the Hawks would win it. Assuming Western is the
qlpOSition, I think we teamed much more from that game on Thanktgiving than the Mustangs. Considering our sour effort, Cosentino's
lloys did not assert themselves in a manner which would indicate
lleirsuperiority. Hawks can study their mistakes, and if a majority of
flemare corrected, we should have the edge. It would (will) likely be
a high scoring wide open affair, .and there is really no doubt in my
mind that if they play a good game, Hawks will win.
There you .are gang. The Great Pumpkin's season end prediclons. Course I predicted that McGovern would beat Nixon in 1972.
Just goes to prove that predictions are not to be heeded untilafterthe
game is played.
As far as the national playoffs are concerned, I'll leave that until we
have a better perspective of the Ontario representatives. It appears
llere is a dogfight between St. Mary's and Acadia in the east; now
Al>erta has fallen down the manhole out west, Manitoba and
!Calgary will fight things out. Too far off to pick the College Bowl
itllfticipants yet, so I'll cool my heels in the prediction department for
:awhile.
~ Meanwhile, back at the rahch, it was really interesting watching
;tie game on T.V. last Saturday. Both the Western coach and the
1
Toronto coach announced their intentions to meet again in the
~Classic. Considering the factors involved, I would consider it
~ a feat for one of the two to be represented. Oh well, all idle
:atune-telling. Only time and breaks will tell.
, Personally, I think the Hawks have yet to reach their peak which is
good omen if you look over our shoulders at the past few years. In
,'72we demolished St. Mary's and then came up short in the College
Jowl. Last year we annihilated Ottawa to win the Yates Cup and th~n
;' -untimely in the Atlantic Bowl. Let's hope this year the team is
.ll;lt on course.
Well, not too much else for the Great Pumpkin to do around this
,column. Best of luck with your tricks and treats, and see you at the
pradiction, er, the game Saturday. I gotta blow before Charlie Brown

m

:a

his me.
Rick Campbell

--The intramural football league
championship was won last week
by the senior Business boys 14-0.
Rick Suddaby, the fastest cat on the
team, counted both majors for the
winners. Senior Business therefore
cleaned up in the point parade.
winning 25 for the league championship, 10 for the championship
and 2 points for competing. After
golf and football completed, they
are naturally at the head of the pack
in the Intramural Standings.
--The deadline for co-ed curling
is tomorrow, with the action taking
place every Tuesday from 3-5 p.m.
and Sundays from 9- 11 a.m. starting November 5 at the Glenbriar.
--Next Wednesday in intramural

hockey, teams 1-6 at 1:30 p.m .. 7-5
at 2:30, 8-4 at 3:30, and on Thursday at 9:30a.m. teams 2-3. Be sure
to get your money in ' for the teeshirts.
--The tennis tournament starts
next Monday at the Complex and
entries will be taken right up to the
start of the tournament.
--More deadlines: co-ed howling
tomorrow , one on one basketball
Monday, and women's badminton
also on Monday.
--The Tamiae hockey schedule
is entering its third week on Sunday
night. Bus II holds down top spot
with a defaulted win and a 1-0 victory over Bus I. Ecies is next with a
win and a tie and Bus IV is in third

place with one win in two outings.
Ecies asks all other teams to beware as Mad Dog Walton is hot on
the recruiting trail looking for a
coach, whose only purpose will be
to tell Bobby and Charlie when to
go on and off the ice. They're having a terrible time by themselves.
--The girls varsity volleyball
team travelled to Guelph on Monday to play their first exhibition
game. Although the Guelph team
swept the set, our girls showed
noticeable improvement during the
evening, and are looking forward to
their next outing, the Queen's Invitational in Kingston this Saturday.
CORD wishes the girls the best of
luck. (Thanks Sue).

OUAA Statistics
WESTERN DIVISION

SCORING
TD FG C S TP
John Wintermeyer, WLU
I II 24 1 64
Chns Skopelianos, West
2
8 17 I 54
Dave Pegg, Wind
15
8 1 54
Chuck McMann. WLU
7
42
Bruce Morris. Gue
6
36
Rick Chalupka. WLU
5
30
Rick Scarborough, West
5
30
RUSHERS
TC YDS TD AVE LG
129 674 0 5.2 27
Ross Tripp, McM
Bruce Morris, Gue
127 673
.S .5.3 36
Rick Chalupka, WLU
79 578 4 7.3 3.8
Chuck McMann, WLU
65 545
7 8.4 35
Gord Taylor, WLU
59 523
4 8.9 54
Bud Wilson, West
93 424
3 4.6 13
Dave Lane, Gue
76 412
2 5.4 50
Mike Weiler, WLU
50 374 4 7.5 98
Bob Kendall, Wat
80 374
3 4.7 50
Rick Scarborough, West
81 374
5 4.6 19
TEAM lNTERCEYI'IONS
NO YDS RET TDS
Windsor
14
208
0
14
191
2
McMaster
WLU
13 153
I
Guelph
12
206
0
11
114
I
Western
Waterloo
7
146
2
York
4
116
I
PUNTERS
NO YDSAVE. LG
Pete Gabriel, McMaster
38 1458 38.4 65
Ray Fox, York
33 1259 38.1 55
Gord Taylor, WLU
38 1368 ·36.0 72
Brian Craig, Western
' 46 1623 35.3 59
John Alexander, Windsor
41 . 1387 33.8 58
Kirk DeFazio, Waterloo
55 1683 30.6 51
Jim Mossop, Guelph
46 1396 30.3 44
FUMBLES
NO YDS WST
BALL WST
York
10
2
10
McMaster
12
2
8
Windsor
12
42
11
Western
14
0
11
W.L.U.
•
14
8
8
Waterloo
14
40
12
Guelph
21
69
13
PENALTIES AGAINST
NO YDS WST
Windsor
37
404
York
40.
407
Guelph
48
542
Western
53
706
Waterloo
56
591
W.L.U.
58
595
McMaster
58
671
RUSHING

CARR

PASSERS
Bill Robinson, West
Gord Taylor, WLU
Rick Muldoon, Wind
Gerry Verge, York
Brad Hall, Gue
Steve Connell, Wat
Mike Long, McM

%
A C YDS TD I
152 84 1182
5 II .553
55 30 414 5 3 .545
160 87 1056 5 15 .544
92 50 754
3 6 .5.43
156 76 1005 6 14 .487
118 53 736
I 7 .449
64 26 377
4 2 .406

RECEIVERS
Brian Plenderleith, Wind
CuFt Rush, West
Ron Gardner, Wind
Paul Forbes, York
Craig H olt, Gue
Jay Parry , West
Vaughn Wright, Gue
Ross Tripp, McM

COMP YDS TD LG
30 357
l 41
29 518 .) 96
27 328 3 48
24 337
\ 53

PUNT RETURNS
Mark Brown, Gue
Larry Baines, McM
Tom Dewey, WLU
Chris Skopelianos, West
Todd Allison, McM
Stan Strecker, Gue

NO YDSAVE.LG
12 204 17.0 53
18 294 16.3 41
26 379 14.6 81 (td)
30 435 14.5 95 (td)
26 341 13.1 44
20 184 9.2 39

KICK.OFF RETURNS
Jay Parry, West
Dan Bovair, WLU
Doug Crossman, Wat
Chris Skopelianos, West
Tom Dewey, WLU
Paul Forbes, York

NO YDS AVE. LG
7 182 26.0 34
6 245 40.8 105 (td)
13 317 24.4 44
9 206 22.9 35
8 169 21.1 33
12 252 21.0 30

1ST DOWNS
W.L.U.
Western
Guelph
Windsor
McMaster
York
Waterloo
Y AR.DS GAINED
W.L.U.
Western
Guelph
Windsor
McMaster
Waterloo
York

22

348

3 49

21
20
20

321
334
210

I 59
0 72
I 29

RUSH PASS PEN TOTAL
122
12
158
24
64
61
4
129
58
44
12
114
41
56
16
113
62
33
13
108
41
40
11
92
47
29
16
92'
RUSH PASS PEN TOTAL
2524
512 515
3551
1150 1464 433
3047
1242 1123 559
2924
832 1323 700
2832
1198
610 619
2427
1017
753 572
2342
637 1109 462
2208

YDS WSS

NET

WNG

1ST DOWNS

TDS

W.L.U.

360

2565

41

2524

98

122

23

Guelph

252

1281

39

1242

50

58

9

McMaster

274

1319

121

1198

27

62

3

Western

264

1265

115

1150

75

64

12

Waterloo

282

1186

169

1017

50

41

8

Wind~or

21I

974

142

832

44

41

2

York

191

811

174

637

48

41

7
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WLU pigskinners. finish first
by "Second Hand Rose"
margin. We were really our own
It's kind of hard trying to write a worst enemy in many ways during
,tory on a football game that one the half because although the Hawk
docs not see, but I'm going to do offense initiated numerous drives,
my best, so please bear with me if I penalties halted any serious adcommit a few fumbles and intercep- vances the team made.
tions. This paper had nothing to do
Loyola's points were scored on a
with my not going to Montreal, but field goal and a conceded single off
apparently the Board of Publica- a Warrior punt. It was felt by many
tions policy is that any game the that the half-time score could be
Hawks play which is more than a attributed to Loyola's psyched up
drive and a nine iron away, is defi- defense trying desperately to gain
nitely out of bounds and must be the fourth play-off position. In adreported from the starting tee.
dition, last Saturday afternoon was
Last Saturday the Hawks travel- a ve!Y cold and windy day.
led to Montreal to play the Loyola
Besides, numbers of Hawks had
Warriors in a game of key impor- trouble adjusting to the drumlins
tance to both teams. If Loyola won, which dotted the field. Our players
they would slip into the fourth and had a great time on the scavenger
final play-off berth in the eastern hunt, which was held on the field all
division of the OUAA. If the afternoon. Ed Dietrich won top
Hawks won, they would finish atop prize in the event, picking up the
the western division, providing that most debris from the playing surthe University of Toronto was able face on what was termed the worst
to handle the Western Mustangs. field the Hawks have played on
Well, Hawks won 21-10 and U ofT since College Bowl '72. Coach
did handle the Western squad 28-6. Knight was not notified of the hunt
So we finish first, ahead of West- until halftime, as the event was held
em, which is a very significant fact, on the far side of the field, out of his
bee au se if probabilities follow their line of sight because of a giant
natural course and the Hawks and moraine in front of our bench.
Mustangs both win on the However, when informed, he poweekend, then Western must come litely asked the boys to postpone
here in a week'~ time to play-off for the hunt and go out and win the
the western division championship football game in the second half.
of the OUAA.
They did.
Ha\\-ks started otllast Saturday
Chuck McMann gave Hawks the
very strongly against the Warriors. lead for good right off the bat in the
They took the opening kick-off and third quarter. Rich Ott made a great
marched down to the Loyola seven interception to reverse the momenyard line, using an assortment of tum and at 2:13 of the third quarter
running plays. The Quebec team McMann capped the drive with a
came up tough near their goalline five yard run. John Wintermeyer's
though, and WLU was forced to convert made the score 8-4 in
settle for a single point on a wide Hawks favour, and they never refield goal attempt. That was the en- ally looked back after that. Midway
tire summary of Hawk scoring in through the quarter Gord Taylor
the first half as Loyola went to the punted, the Warrior return man
dressing room with a 4-1 mid-game fumbled on the play, and Dave

Fahrner alertly fell on the ball. This
was the straw that broke the
camel's back as far as Loyola was
concerned as they had shown some
indication of coming back, but this
play really shut the lights off on
their play-off chances. Only three
plays later, Taylor threw a 46 yard
TD strike (into the wind) and connected with split end Warren Howe
for the six points. This play gave
the Hawks a 15-4 lead, but more
important than the score it gave
them some breathing room to concentrate on their game plan.
Hawks, m their typ1cal fashiOn,
started doing things right in the
second half, with McMann being
the prime ball carrier. He scored
his second touchdown of the game
and seventh of the season one minute into the fourth quarter, which
for all intents and purposes, sewed
up the win for the Hawks. Two
weeks ago Chuck did not even figure in the scoring stats, and in two
games he drives right up and parks
in fourth place in the OUAA west
with 42 points. The western division scoring champion, I might
add, was WLU's John Wintermeyer with 64 points, ten more
than his nearest nval. What ever
happened to Etherington?
Anyhoo, Hawks led at that point
21-4 and Loyola did not add to their
total until the final minutes of the
game when quarterback Greeley
connected on a long bomb to Wade
Clare for the major score. Clare
played a fine game at half-back for
the Warrior~. and is probably one
of the most exciting runners this
league has ever seen.
McMann led the Hawk rushers
with 93 yards in 16 carries, while
Rick Haswell followed with 87
yards on 18 hauls. I noticed on the
stats sheet that Wintermeyer also

Basketball:
"We'll be exciting"
by Dalrymple Dribbler
One can hardly blame Coach
Smith for reserving his optimism
about the coming basketball season . Just look back to see who he
lost from last year's squad, and it is
easy to see that a major rebuilding
job is in store for the season.
Rod Dean, the backbone of the
team for the past three seasons, is
gone. So is Rick Thompson, always up there in the scoring, and
Dave Lockhart, the league leader
in rebounds, also will not be back
for this year's team. All three of
these players were in the top ten in
scoring last year, and will be obviously missed, as will regulars like
Bert van Cook, Lynn Cond, and
Paul South.
However, Coach Smith still has a
tight nucleus to build around, led
by returnees Paul Lattanzio, his
twin Joe Macrito, Mike Pierce,
Dave Levac and Dave Miller. Also
back are familiar faces Tom
Thompson, Neal Hegeman, Bob
Sm1th, Rich Hood, and Brian DeMarchi. The coach is very pleased
with practice sessions so. far, and is
also very encouraged with hi~ crop
of rookies . Stu Bollefer, Bill Hutt,
Mark Faryniarz, Jim Malcolm,
John Morgenson, Doug Eldridge,
Ed Doda, Bill Kunz, Pete Zwart
and Jim Wendland are all showing a
lot of hustle in practice and are anxious to make the squad.

The team opens with an exhibition game here against Ryerson on
November 19. Most of their games
before Christmas are exhibitions,
and the coach hopes his players will
benefit from these opportunities.
Most of the guys have very similar size and ability, and it is obvious
that their defensive prowess will
count most in the final analysis.
Only twelve can dress per game but
the coach also hopes to establish a
junior varsity system to allow all
the guys to get a chance to play.
Bemg such a long season, basketball has a very high risk of personnel turnover, which will make it
necessary to have extra bodies
around.
Smith definitely realizes that
there is a lot of work to be done
with the team. It IS lacking somewhat in height and experience, and
will have to compensate with extra
hustle, a great deal of pressing, and
by using a set offensive pattern
which the coach is confident will
succeed. Regardless of the end result, he promises to floor an exciting squad of 110 percenter's, and
you can't really ask for much more
than that.
On November22and 23, WLU is
staging the first annual WLU Invitational Basketball Tournament.
Competing schools are us, naturally, Lakehead U., Guelph, Brock,

Waterloo and Loyola. In addition,
two American schools will be competing, D-Youville College from
Buffalo, and Hillsdale College from
Michigan. Not only will fans be
able to see three members of the
Canadian National team compete,
but they will also see CIAU champions Guelph and 0 U AA champions
Waterloo. The Hillsdale squad
should also be tremendously exciting as they are billed as being "fast,
but not too big", and then rosters
come in with guys 6-8,6-7,6-6,6-6.
Yeh, not too big.
Coach Smith is very pleased with
the planning stages of this tournament, and considers it to be one of
the premier b-ball classics in the
country. Travel expenses for the
teams are totally paid for by gate
receipts, and so admission will be
charged. On Friday afternoon, two
games\\- ill be played, including one
with the Hawks, and the price for
the doubleheader is $1.50. Friday
night two more games will be
played, same admission. The format will be followed on Saturday,
except you will be able to see all
four games at 9,11, 1, and 3 for $2.
(Not bad for 8 hours of ball). Saturday night the consolation final and
final will be played: again the cost
will be $2 for the 6:30 and 8:30p.m.
doubleheader. These are all very
reasonable prices considering the
quality of the talent involved.

had one run for minus five yards.
That's not a true indication of
John's talents as he was not tackled
on the play but was blown out of
bounds by the wind just as he was
ready to motor to paydirt. Oh well,
breaks can go either way. Hawks
gathered 298 yards on the ground
and another 59 through the air as
Taylor was 3 for 7.
Along a more serious vein,
Coach Knight was not ecstatic
about the way the Hawks were carrying out their assignments. He
wants to stress a much more physical brand of football in the upcoming play-offs. I watched the U ofTWestern game last Saturday and U
ofT had no problem blowing holes
in the Mustang defense. The Toronto team was employing a running game not unlike the formation
the Hawks use, and with efficient
blocking and the running of Mark
Braganolo, they had little difficulty
piling up the yards. So obviously
Western's defense can be beaten
with proper offensive execut1on.
First though, Hawks must get by
the Me Master Marauders on
Saturday at Centennial Stadium.
Game time is I p.m. and as stated
last week, everyone must pay admission in order to defray team expenses. The Marauders will be
bringing to town the western
division's leading rusher, Ross
Tripp, who is very versatile and
also a proven pass receiver. Mac
knows that they are a very low
scoring unit, so naturally they will

emphasize on shutting off the
Hawk machine. WLU, on the other
hand, will be Jookmg to tighten
slightly defensively and steamroll
the Hamilton defense with thereestablishment of outside running
Finally, I'd just like to congratulate the Hawks on their first place
finish, and wish them more succes
in the play-offs.
Points after
--Dan Bovair and Mike Murph
were effective going all the way on
defense for the Hawks again
Loyola.
--Loyola's "stacked flats
again proved bothersome for r.
outside running.
--The defense played a key part
m preserving the win over the War
riors.
--Hawks have relative!~ fe\1 m·
juries although it was suspected
that safety Tom Dewey had suf·
fered a mild concussion on Satur·
day.
--Hawks topped the West 10
total offense, naturally \\ith grea
emphasis on the running game.
--After the game the players hi
jacked the team bus, drove it to
Baffin Island, and spent a relaxmg
weekend resting up for the Mac
game and ice-fishing with the Eskimos.
I would like to convey special th•
to Barry Lyon, the athletic depart
ment, and the players for their II·
tempts to accommodate me last
weekend in Montreal. Your efforts
were greatly appreciated.

FINAL LEAGUE STANDI:"JGS, 1974 0-QIFC Football

GP W L T

F

A

TP

1 0
5 1 1

260
192
113
99
110
93
104

74
121
122
147
157
184
293

12
11
7
6
4
3
0

Western Division
Laurier
Western
Guelph
McMaster
Windsor
Waterloo
York

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

6

3
3
2
1
0

3 1
4 0
5 0
5 1
7 0

"

Hawks hope to be a driying, hustling unit in the OUAA this year.
The week following, Hawks are
also entered in Waterloo's tournament, the Naismith Classic.
Dunng the season the Carling
O'Keefe Sports Foundation plans
to honour a WLU "Player of the
Month'' and at the end of the season, the •' Player of the Year'· will
receive a $100 watch courtesy of
the same company. Carling
O'Keefe should be congratulated
for this gesture, just another one of
their attempts to boost athletics at
the university level.

I'd also like to add at thi~ ti
that Dan Russel will be
most of the Ha~ k games this
forthe Cord. Dan is a natural, as hi
brother Bill wa~ a perennial all·star
with the N BA Boston Celttcs. Be
looking for his coverage, and al
get set to hop down to the games
the complex, and support the
players who will be giving e\e
thing they've got. CORD ·
Coach Smith and the B-ball
success in the coming OUAA
son.
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ockey:
Oh, how sweet it is!
.
by Dippy Debooger
, was I ever happy. Even
happy than in grade three
my mother raised my allowcents to an even quarter.
who were at Waterloo
Friday night know what
ahout. For those of you
t. we did it! For the first
I arrived on this campus
ago. the WLU Golden
key version beat the
pion Waterloo War[ loved every minute of it.
tempo of the game was very
to the play-off game last
between these same two
Despite the fact that it was
game. both teams
flying, making the first
unbelievably actionPhil McColeman in the
net picked up where he left
season by making some exc:lose-in saves: play was far
one-sided though as the
also had numerous scoring
only to be thwarted by the
of plumber goalkeeper

cage just in time to have the goal
ting useless and needless penalties.
scored on him.
Hawks took advantage of the
From that point. Waterloo
plumber disorganization and ingained momentum and was really
creased their lead to 4-2 on a nice
three way combination started off coming on for the majority of the
final period. They managed to
by Paul Stratton and Jim Nickleson
and ended off by Kim Bauer, who close the gap to 6-4 on a tip-in
through McColeman 's pads but
derives great pleasure from scoring
from that point on Phil pulled a
against the Warriors, and anyone
else he is lucky enough to score on,
"Man from Glad" and sealed off
the net from the plumber attack.
for that matter.
Plumbers came back to tighten it The final shots on net were 49-33 in
to 4-3 on one of their patented gar- Waterloo's favour. which indicated
bage scrambles around the Hawk the extent to which McColeman
net, but before the Massey Fergu- held the fort.
Towards the end of the game
son had started to re-surface the
ice, Paul Stratton ended another things really became tense as the
referee, noting the fact that this was
beautiful three way passing play
an exhibition game, called several
with linemates Nickleson and
dubious infractions against the
Bauer by tipping in a pass by Cole.
Hawks, giving the Warriors the
This goal gave the Hawks a 5-3
edge to take into the third period .. manpower advantage. However,
McColeman was equal to the task
An encouraging factor in the second period was that while the
and turned back 15 of the 16 shots
Hawk fans cheered, the Warrior
fired his way in the final stanza.
fans began to get down on their
Aside from the tremendous team
team, especially on goalie Cole.
effort, numerous Hawk pucksters
This was unjust as he had no
also turned in fine individual perchance on three of the five Hawk
formances. The line of Bauergoals and was obviously exhibiting
Nickleson-Stratton playe'd very
strongly all evening, both offenreally hitting well for sheer nervousness on the other
sively speaking and backchecking.
twenty minutes and two. Of course it is a common
The other Hawk forwards also
characteristic
of
the
Warrior
fans
to
:tivejob of bottling up
of W attack. This also pro- get down on their players when showed no hesitation in throwing
their weight around, and for the
many good scoring chances support is needed most (i.e. footfirst time in years the Warriors
Hawks, but each time they ball), even though a goodly portion
seemed to be the intimidated team.
Dupuis was equal to of them were drunk Friday and
Hawks also came up with a fine
Waterloo took the wouldn't have known a goalie stick
defensive
effort. Hawk-turned
from
a
lacrosse
stick.
near the end of the
plumber-returned Hawk Jim TomWLU's Kim Bauer started off
Canadian all-star
bros and newcomer Frank
Hawkeshaw broke down the the third frame on the right foot by
a two on one break and first taking it out of his mouth and Yakabuski stood up well on the
blueline. and then there was capshot past McColeman at then skating into the slot, taking a
tain Chris Baldwin. During the off
quick pass from Nickleson from
behind the net, and firing the puck
season, Quinn went on the banquet
was unfortunate, as really
past Dupuis. who returned to the tour, starting a Baldwin fan club
not deserve to be down
opening twenty. Except
when we were short1thought the Hawks conthe period and could have
taken a three or four goal
the second.
beginning of the second
the plumbers changed netreplacing Dupuis with
Hawks knotted the
ronly eleven seconds
Baldwin blueline
off a plumber deand took a 90 degree ~troll
net. Jack Nickleson asthe play.
take Waterloo long to
lead on a "bang-bang"
hard blast from the right
wide of the Hawk net but
left winger centred it
slotman had fired it Bauer fires number six past Dupuis. Notice Kim's friends cheering
u..r~1 Aman before the latter
ecstatically In the background.
to move on the play.
minutes later the tide
definitely in the Hawks
While killing a penalty.
ted a rush down the ice
blazed a screen shot just wide
the top comer.
Cole. who never saw the first
was startled by .the rebound
To meet its requirements for professionhandcuffed him in front of
als, our Department has developed a one
with great second effort.
yeartraining program for university graduates.
Smith of the Hawks gathered
Through appropriate courses given at our
the loose disc and flipped it in the
training centre in Ottawa, alternating with
cage. Score tied 2-2.
on-the-job training sessions in our district
After McColeman reassured his
offices throughout Canada, we intend to
ilrwards that all was well back of
graduate qualified taxation officers, espelhe blueline. Hawks took the lead
cially in the Audit, Verification and Collecfor· good midway through the
tions areas.
iod. A severe defensive lapse by
We invite you to come and meet our
plumber defenseman gave Earl
recruiting
teams for interviews Nov. 4-5-6.
Muller the puck behind the net and
For more information. contact your university
llcfore Cole could adjust. the slick
placement office
forward had pulled an Yvan Courioyer into the near corner of the net
us the 3-2 edge. At this point
Warriors tried to get more rugbut this merely led to their get-
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"If you had told me you were playing for WLU, I would have checked
you back at the bluellne." Warrior all-star Mike Guimond In pursuit of
Hawk "rookie" Jim Nlckleson.
with the plumber fans. This carried
her out supporting ·the school hocover to the Warrior team on Friday
key team at night. There were
night as they all hounded him all
many more fans than at any other
game for his autograph. Despite
Hawk exhibition in the past. Conthis show of affection, Chris mantinued team performances like last
aged to fit in an excellent effort,
Friday and there will be many more
leading the team for the entire sixty
fans in the future.
minutes, and conducting a chorus
The Hawks next game is one
for the plumber fans in the final six
week from today at the Kitchener
seconds. And nothing more has to
Auditorium. It is a home game
be said about Mr. Reliable in the
against the York Yeomen. who
nets, Phil McColeman. It was basihave no less than five players with
cally a fine all around effort for all OHA Major Junior A experience.
the Hawks. Must have been, 'cause as well as the starting goaltender
when I asked Coach Gowing for his from the U.S. Western Intercolimpression of the game, he looked legiate champion Michigan Tech
like he had just been told he'd won squad. Should be quite a game,
the million dollar lottery.
especially if the Yeomen have any
There were also a few more old friends on their football team.
rei iables at the game last Friday.
Anyway, national anthem i'>
The Hawk fans. I wasn't at all sur- scheduled for 8 p.m. Give a little of
prised when Dr. Morgenson your time. You'll get a lot in return.
showed up just before game time.
Great win Hawks. What a fantasLots of other familiar faces too. tic foundation to build season
Kinda nice when you can buy a hopes on. A 6-4 win again~t the
sandwich from a lady in the Torque plumbers. national champions yet.
Room in the afternoon and then see Boy. was 1 ever happy.

We wish to go wherever the Splri\ leads in order to
cooperate in man's complete development and sanctification.
We try to follow Christ by living a communal life,
being present among our fellow men, sharing their
joys and sorrows, their aspirations and their legitimate struggles for a more human world.
We are the Holy Cron Fathers.
For further information, write:
Vocation Director
Holy Cross House
Fredericton, N.B.

--------------------------------------------Please send me information about your community.
Name--------------------------------------------------------------~-----

/

Semi-Formal

ThursdiJ, Oct. 31 featurin&

Friday, Nov. 1 featurin&

Canada

Canada

Admission free for those in costume

No jeans or T·shirts

until 1:30 pm

All others $1.00

AMnce tickets available in SAC office
Doors open at 8 pm

Admission $1.00
Adwuct tkUta ~taiiMit t1 SAC offtct
Doors open at I pm

